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SUMMARY 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. The thesis comprises of six chapters. Besides the 
introductory I chapter, the next two chapters deal with various aspects of the 
study of certain newly defined polynomials including their Burchnall & 
Chaundy type expansions and their fractional derivative and fractional integral 
aspects. The next two chapters concern the study of three variable analogues of 
certain fi-actional integral operators due to M. Saigo and their use in integral 
transforms. The last chapter is a study of generalized z-transform. 
Chapter I gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent works 
connected with the present thesis in the field of various hypergeometric and 
double hypergeometric type polynomials and fractional calculus. The chapter 
also contains some preliminary concepts and important well-known results 
needed in the subsequent text. An attempt has also been made in this chapter to 
make the present thesis self contained. Further a brief chapter wise summary of 
chapter II through VI have also been given in this introductory chapter. 
Chapter II introduces a study of four new classes of polynomials which 
are generalization of Sister Celine's Polynorhials to two variables suggested by 
Appell's functions. Certain double generating functions, integral relations, 
fractional derivatives, inter connections and certain Burchnall and Chaundy 
type expansions of these polynomials have been obtained. 
Chapter III concerns with a study of a three variables analogue of Bessel 
polynomials. Certain integral representations, a Schlafli's contour integral, a 
fractional integral, Laplace transformations, some generating functions and 
double and triple generating functions have been obtained. 
Chapter IV is a study of three variable analogues of certain fractional 
integral operators introduced by M. Saigo. Besides giving three variables 
analogues of earlier known fractional integral operators of one variable as 
special cases of newly defined operators the chapter establishes certain results 
in the form of theorems including integration by parts. 
In chapter V, the studies of three variable analogues of certain fractional 
integral operators of M. Saigo initiated in chapter IV are continued. This 
chapter deals with the effect of operating three variable analogues of Mellin 
and Laplace transforms on these three variable analogues of fractional integral 
operators of chapter IV. 
Chapter VI deals with a generalization of z-transform. The 
generalization is analogues to Taylor's generalization of Maclaurin's 
expansion. Certain properties of this generalized z-transform have been 
discussed in this chapter. Contents of this chapter are already published in Acta 
Ciencia Indica [109]. 
In the end an exhaustive and upto-date list of writings and original 
papers on the subject matter of this thesis have been provided in the form of a 
bibliography. 
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PREFACE 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. The thesis comprises of six chapters. Besides the 
introductory I chapter, the next two chapters deal with various aspects of the 
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aspects. The next two chapters concern the study of three variable analogues of 
certain fractional integral operators due to M. Saigo and their use in integral 
transforms. The last chapter is a study of generalized z-transform. 
Chapter I gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent works 
connected with the present thesis in the field of various hypergeometric and 
double hypergeometric type polynomials and fractional calculus. The chapter 
also contains some preliminary concepts and important well-known results 
needed in the subsequent text. An attempt has also been made in this chapter to 
make the present thesis self contained. Further a brief chapter wise simimary of 
chapter II through VI have also been given in this introductory chapter. 
Chapter II introduces a study of four new classes of polynomials which 
are generalization of Sister Celine's Polynomials to two variables suggested by 
Appell's functions. Certain double generating fimctions, integral relations, 
fractional derivatives, inter connections and certain Burchnall and Chaundy 
type expansions of these polynomials have been obtained. 
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In chapter V, the studies of three variable analogues of certain fractional 
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operators of chapter IV. 
Chapter VI deals with a generalization of z-transform. The 
generalization is analogues to Taylor's generalization of Maclaurin's 
expansion. Certain properties of this generalized z-transform have been 
discussed in this chapter. Contents of this chapter are already published in Acta 
Ciencia Indica [109]. 
In the end an exhaustive and upto-date list of writings and original 
papers on the subject matter of this thesis have been provided in the form of a 
bibliography. 
C H A P T E R - 1 
CHAPTER -1 
INTRODUCTION 
1. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AND ITS GROWTH 
A special function is a real or complex valued function of one or more 
real or complex variables which is specified so completely that its nimierical 
values could in principle be tabulated. Besides elementary functions such as x°, 
e*, log X, and sin x, "higher" functions, both transcendental (such as Bessel 
functions) and algebraic (such as various polynomials) come imder the 
category of special functions. The study of special functions grew up with the 
calculus and is consequently one of the oldest branches of analysis. It 
flourished in the nineteenth century as part of the theory of complex variables. 
In the second half of the twentieth century it has received a new impetus from a 
connection with Lie groups and a connection with averages of elementary 
functions. The history of special functions is closely tied to the problem of 
terrestrial and celestial mechanics that were solved in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, the boundary-value problems of electromagnetism and 
heat in the nineteenth, and the eigenvalue problems of quantum mechanics in 
the twentieth. 
Seventeenth-century England was the birthplace of special functions. 
John Wallis at Oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma 
flmction long before Euler reached it. Wallis had also the first encounter with 
elliptic integrals while using Cavalieri's primitive forerunner of the calculus. [It 
is curious that two kinds of special functions encountered in the seventeenth 
century, Wallis' elliptic integral and Newton's elementary symmetric 
functions, belongs to the class of hypergeometric functions of several variables, 
which was not studied systematically nor even defined formally until the end of 
the nineteenth century]. A more sophisticated calculus, which made possible 
the real flowering of special functions, was developed by Newton at Cambridge 
and by Leibnitz in Germany during the period 1665-1685. Taylor's theorem 
was found by Scottish mathematician Gregory in 1670, although it was not 
published until 1715 after rediscovery by Taylor. 
In 1703 James Bernoulli solved a differential equation by an infinite 
series which would now be called the series representation of a Bessel function. 
Although Bessel functions were met by Euler and others in various mechanics 
problems, no systematic study of the functions was made until 1824, and the 
principal achievements in the eighteenth century were the gamma function and 
the theory of elliptic integrals. Euler found most of the major properties of the 
gamma functions around 1730. In 1772 Euler evaluated the Beta-function 
integral in terms of the gamma function. Only the duplication and 
multiplication theorems remained to be discovered by Legendre and Gauss, 
respectively, early in the next century. Other significant developments were the 
discovery of Vandermonde's theorem in 1772 and the definition of Legendre 
polynomials and the discovery of their addition theorem by Laplace and 
Legendre during 1782-1785. In a slightly different form the polynomials had 
already been met by Liouville in 1722. 
The golden age of special functions, which was centered in nineteenth 
century German and France, was the result of developments in both 
mathematics and physics : the theory of analytic functions of a complex 
variable on one hand, and on the other hand, the field theories of physics (e.g. 
heat and electromagnetism) which required solutions of partial differential 
equations containing the Laplacian operator. The discovery of elliptic fimctions 
(the inverse of elliptic integrals) and their property of double periodicity was 
published by Abel in 1827. Elliptic fimctions grew up in symbiosis with the 
general theory of analytic functions and flourished throughout the nineteenth 
century, specially in the hands of Jacobi and Weierstrass. 
Another major development was the theory of hypergeometric series 
which began in a systematic way (although some important results had been 
found by Euler and Pfaff) with Gauss's memoir on the 2F1 series in 1812, a 
memoir which was a landmark also on the path towards rigor in mathematics. 
The 3F2 series was studied by Clausen (1828) and the iFi series by Kummer 
(1836). The functions which Bessel considered in his memoir of 1824 are oFi 
series; Bessel started firom a problem in orbital mechanics, but the functions 
have found a place in every branch of mathematical physics. Near the end of 
the century Appell (1880) introduced hypergeometric fimctions of two 
variables, and Lauricella generalized them to several variables in 1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, 
applied mathematics in 1950. In physical science special functions gained 
added importance as solutions of the Schrodinger equation of quantum 
mechanics, but there were important developments of a purely mathematical 
nature also. In 1907 Barnes used gamma function to develop a new theory of 
Gauss's hypergeometric functions 2F1. Various generalizations of 2F1 were 
introduced by Horn, Kampe de Feriet, MacRobert, and Meijer. From another 
new view point, that of a differential difference equation discussed much 
earlier , for polynomials by Appell (1880), Truesdell (1948) made a partly 
successful effort at imification by fitting a number of special functions into a 
single framework. 
2. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special 
functions in general and hypergeometric functions in particular. The subject of 
orthogonal polynomials is a classical one whose origins can be traced to 
Legendre's work on planetary motion with important applications to physics 
and to probability and statistics and other branches of mathematics, the subject 
flourished through the first third of this century. Perhaps as a secondary effect 
of the computer revolution and the heightened activity in approximation theory 
and numerical analysis, interest in orthogonal polynomials has revived in 
recent years. 
The ordinary hypergeometric functions have been the subject of 
extensive researches by a number of eminent mathematicians. These functions 
play a pivotal role in mathematical analysis, physics, Engineering and allied 
sciences. Most of the special functions, which have various physical and 
technical applications and which are closely connected with orthogonal 
polynomial and problems of mechanical quadrature, can be expressed in terms 
of generalized hypergeometric functions. However, these functions suffer from 
a shortcoming that they do not unify various elliptic and associated functions. 
This drawback was overcome by E. Heine through the definition of a 
generalized basic hypergeometric series. 
3. fflSTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 
The fractional calculus, like many other mathematical disciplines and 
ideas, has its origin in the striving for extension of meaning. Well known 
examples are the extensions of the integers to the rational numbers, of the real 
numbers to the complex numbers, of the factorials of integers to the notation of 
the F-fimction. In differential and integral calculus the question of extension of 
meaning is : Can the derivatives of integer order, n > 0, and the n-fold 
integrals, be extended to have a meaning where n is any number fractional, 
irrational or complex? The affirmative answer has led to the so-called 
fractional calculus, a misnomer for the theory of operators of integration and 
differentiation of arbitrary (fractional) order and their applications. 
Thus the theory of fractional calculus is concerned with the nth 
derivative and n-fold integrals when n becomes an arbitrary parameter. One 
versed in the calculus finds that — - is nothing but an indefinite integral in 
dx"' 
disguise. But fi-actional orders of differentiation are more mysterious because 
they have no obvious geometric interpretation along the lines of the customary 
introduction to derivatives and integrals as slopes and areas. If one is prepared 
to dispense with a pictorial representation, however, will soon find that 
firactional order derivatives and integrals are just as tangible as those of integer 
order and that a new dimension in mathematics opens to him when n of the 
d" operator becomes an arbitrary parameter. It is not a sterile exercise in pure 
dx" 
mathematics, many problems in the physical science can be expressed and 
solved succinctly by recourse to fi-actional calculus. 
This is a discipline, "as old a mathematical analysis. It can be 
categorized, briefly, as applicable mathematical analysis. The properties and 
theory of firactional operators are proper objects of study in their own right. In 
recent decades, they have been found usefiil in various fields : rheology, 
quantitative biology, electrochemistry, scattering theory, diffusion, transport 
theory, probability, statistics, potential theory and elasticity etc. However, 
many mathematicians and scientists are unfamiliar with this topic and 
thus, while the theory has developed, its use has lagged behind 
These reasons made Prof. B. Ross, the author of the above cited phrase, 
backed by other famous fractional analysts : Profs. A. Erdelyi, I. Sneddon and 
A. Zygmund to organize in 1974 in New Haven the historical first international 
conference on fractional calculus. Ten years later, a second international 
conference on fractional calculus took place in Scotland, at Ross Priory - the 
Strathclyde University's stunning property on the shores of Loch Lomond. 
Later on, in 1989, the third international conference was organized in Tokyo, 
on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of Nihon University. 
Going back to the history, it seems that Leibnitz was first to try to 
d"y extend the meaning of a derivative — - of integer order n. Perhaps, it was 
dx" 
naive toying with the symbols that prompted L' Hospital to ask : "What if n be 
Leibnitz, in 1695, replied, "It will lead to a paradox" but added 
prophetically. "From this apparent paradox, one day useful consequences will 
be drawn". In 1819 the first mentioning of a derivative of arbitrary order 
appeared in a published article by Lacroix. Later on, Euler and Fourier gave 
meaning to derivatives of arbitrary order but still without examples and 
applications. So, the honour of devising the first application belonged to Abel 
in 1823. He applied fractional calculus techniques to the solution of an integral 
equation, related to the so-called isochrone (tautochrone) problem. Abel's 
solution was so elegant that it probably attracted the attention of Liouville to 
make the first major attempt in giving a logical definition of the fi^ctional 
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derivative, starting from two different points of view. In 1847, Riemann, while 
a student, wrote a paper which was eventually published posthumously and 
gave the definition, whose modifications is now known as the Riemann-
Liouville integral. Like other mathematical ideas, the development of Sectional 
calculus has passed through various errors, absurdities, controversies, etc. That 
sometimes made mathematicians distrusting in the general concept of firactional 
operators. Thus, it has taken 279 years, since L' Hospital first raised the 
question, for a text to appear entirely devoted to the topic of fractional calculus: 
the book of Oldham and Spanier [143]. The intermediate period (1695 - 1974) 
is thoroughly described by Ross in his "chronological Bibliography of the 
Fractional Calculus with commentary" [157]. Among the many authors 
contributing to the topic the names of Lagrange, Laplace, De Morgan, 
Letnikov, Lourant, Hadamard, Heaviside, Hardy, Littlewood, Weyl, Post, 
Erdelyi, Kober, Widder, Osier, Sneddon, Mikolas, Al-Bassam can be 
mentioned. A more detailed exposition could be found in the historical remarks 
of Ross [158] and Mikolas [139] - [141] as well as in the surveys of Sneddon 
[164] - [165] and Al-Bassam [3] and the huge encyclopaedic book of Samko, 
Kilbas and Marichev [162]. 
4. OPERATORS OF FRACTIONAL INTEGRATION 
Certain integral equations can be deduced from or transformed to 
differential equations. In order to make the transformation the following 
Leibnitz's rule, concerning the differentiation of an integral involving a 
parameter is very useful. 
H ® HR HA 
^ fF(x.t)dt= f ^F(x , t )d t + F ( x , B ) ^ - F ( x , A ) ^ (4.1) 
^A(x) i ^ dx dx 
5F The formula (4.1) is valid if both F and — are continuous functions of 
dx 
both X and t and if both A' (x) and B' (x) are continuous. 
A useful application of the formula (4.1) is the derivation of the 
following formula: 
X X X X 
J J J f ( x ) d x d x . = J ( x - t ) " - i f (t)dt (4.2) 
o o o n tlfYl^ fi In- l l • a a a n times 
n times 
Formula (4.2) is known as Cauchy's Multiple Integral formula. It 
reduces n-fold integrals into a single integral. Fractional integration is an 
immediate generalization of repeated integration. If the function f (x) is 
integrable in any interval (0, a) where a > 0, the first integral Fi(x) of f(x) is 
defined by the formula 
F,(x)=J[f(t)dt, 
o 
and the subsequent integrals by the recursion formula 
F,_,(x)=J[F,(t)dt. r = l,2,3, 
o 
It can easily be proved by induction that for any positive integer n 
10 
F„-,(x)=-^ f (x-t)"f(t)dt (4.3) 
nJ 0 
Similarly an indefinite integral F'n (x) is defined by the formulae 
00 00 
f ; ( x ) = - J f(t) dt, f;_i ( x ) = - J f ; ( t ) dt, r = i , 2, 
X X 
and again it can be shown by induction that for any positive integer n, 
= (t-x)"f(t)dt . (4.4) 
The Riemann-Liouville fi-actional integral is a generalization of the 
integral on the right-hand side of equation (4.3). The integral 
R a { f ( t ) ; x } = - ^ J (x- t ) " - f ( t ) dt (4.5) 
is convergent for a wide class of function f (t) if Re a > 0. Integral (4.5) is 
called Riemann-Liouville firactional integral of order a. Integrals of this kind 
occur in the solution of ordinary differential equations where they are called 
Euler transforms of the first kind. There are alternative notations for 
Ra {f (t); x} such as I" f (x) used by Marcel Riesz. 
The Weyl fi^ctional integral is a generalization of the integral on the 
right-hand side of equation (4.4). It is defined by the equation (Weyl) 
W „ { f ( t ) ; x } = - ^ ] (t-x)"- 'f(t) dt, Re a > 0. (4.6) 
r(a) J 
A pair of operators of fractional integration of a general kind have been 
introduced by Erdelyi and Kober (see Kober [132], Erdelyi and Kober [44], 
11 
Erdelyi [42-43], Kober [133] and it seems appropriate to call the operators I,,,a » 
KT,,a defined below which are simple modifications of these operators, the 
Erdelyi-Kober operators. The operators « and Kt,, « are defined by the 
formulae 
t2 / 
2x -2a-2ti X 




r ( a ) 
(u' - x ' ) " ' f (u)du (4.8) 
where Re a > 0 and Re ri > - - . 
' 2 
The modified operator of the Hankel transform is defined by 
S,.. f (x) = J t ' - "V„(x t ) f ( t )d t . (4.9) 
5. DEFINITIONS NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED 
Frequently occurring definitions, notations and results used in this thesis 
are as given under : 




r(z + l) 
(5.1) 
,Rl (z)<0,zs0 , - l , -2 , -3 , . 
POCHHAMMER'S SYMBOL AND THE FACTORIAL FUNCTION : 
The Pochhammer symbol (X)n is defined as 
1 , i fn = 0 
(5.2) 
Since (l)n = n !, (A,)n may be looked upon as a generalization of 
elementary factorial. In terms of gamma function, we have 
(5.3) 
The binomial coefficient may now be expressed as 
v"/ n! n! 
(5.4) 
Also, we have 
( -1)° -.n = l,2,3 ,X^0,±1,±2,. (5.5) 
Equation (5.3) also yields 
(A.)m+ii = (^ + m)„ (5.6) 
which, in conjunction with (5.5), gives 








LEGENDRE'S DUPLICATION FORMULA : In view of the definition 
(5.2), we have 
f-
n V 2 . 
.n = 0,l,2,. (5.8) 
which follows also from Legendre's duplication formula for the Gamma 
function, viz. 
r(z)r f 1) 1 3 
. 2 / ' 2 ' ' 2 
(5.9) 
GAUSS'S MULTIPLICATION THEOREM : For every positive integer, we 
have 
(X)^ =m"» 71 j-i 
x+i-i] 
m 
,n = 0,l,2,. (5.10) 
/ n 
which reduces to (5.8) when m = 2. 
THE BETA FUNCTION : The Beta function B (a, P) is a function of two 
complex variables a and p, defined by 
B(a,p) = 




r(a+p) ,Rl(a)<0,Rl(p)<0,a,p9i- l , -2,-3 
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THE GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION : The 
generalized hypergeometric function is defined as 
pF. ^ (P.)„(P2)„.-(P<,)„ n! 
where pj 0, -1, -2, - 3 , . . . ; j = 1 , 2 , . . q . 
The series in (5.12) 
(i) Converges for |z| < oo if p < q. 
(ii) Converges for |z| < 1 if p = q + 1, and 
(iii) Diverges for all z, z 0, if p > q + 1. 
Furthermore, if we set 
then the pFq series, with p = q + 1, is 
I. Absolute convergent for |z| = 1, if Re (co) > 0, 
II. Conditionally convergent fort |z| = 1, z 1, 
I f - 1 < Re (co) < 0, and 
III. Diverges for |z| = 1 of Re (o) < - 1. 
Further, a symbols of the type A (k, a) stands for the set of k parameters 
a a + 1 a + k - 1 





( a p ) , A ( k , a ) ; 
( b ) , A ( r , P ) ; ' 
00 (ai)n(a2)n-(ap)n 
= Z 
/ \ a 
U . k yn 
g + k - O 
I k yn 
n=0 n!(b,)„(b2)n-(bc)n 'Pi fP + l"! f p + r - l l 
V^/nV ^ K 
(5.13) 
in terms of hypergeometric function, we have 
n=0 
a ; z 
(5.14) 
00 n 
n=0 n ! 
- ; z (5.15) 
The linear transformations of the hypergeometric function, known as 
Euler's transformations are as follows : 
' a , b ; z 
c ; 
= ( l - z ) - ' 3F, 
a , c - b ; z 
c ; z - i j 
(5.16) 
05^0,-1,-2, . . . , | a r g ( l - z ) | < 7 t ; 
.F, 
" a , b ; z 
c ; 
c - a , c - b ; 
(5.17) 
c?^0,-1 , -2 , . . . , | a r g ( l - z ) | < 7 C . 
Appell function of two variables are defined as 
(aL„ (b). (bO„ 
m=o n=o m ! n ! ( c ) „ 
F , [ a , b , b ' ; c ; x , y ] = | ; £ y " (5.18) 
max {|x|, |y|} < 1; 
: a , b , b ' ; c , c ' ; x , y ] = | ; ± ^ ^ y ° 
1^0 m ! n ! ( c ) ^ ( c ' ) „ 
|x| + | y |< l ; (5.19) 
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F3[a,a',b,b';c;x,y]=|; ± 
m=0 n=0 m! 
•X y 
max {1x1, ly|} < 1; (5.20) 
(aLn (b). 
f o t ^ m! n!(c)„(c')„ 
(5.21) 
Lauricella (1893) further generalized the four Appell functions Fi, F2, 
F3, F4 to functions of n variables. 
"'n ^ 1 ^ n " 
nil >"^ 2 v">'Wn=0 nij. m^ . 
Xi| + . . . + | x „ | < l ; 
I ; (b,)„,,... (b„)n,„ X^ X^ 
nii,m2 tnn=0 ( C , ) mi + ... + m„ m,! m„ ! 
(5.22) 
max {|xii, IX2I,..., |x„|} < 1; (5.23) 
ini,in2 ni„ =0 (Cl)m,-(Cn)m„ 
VN+..-+ V W < i (5.24) 
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m a x { | x , | , . . . , l x „ | } < l (5.25) 
Clearly, we have 
T7(2)_p. 17(2) 17(2) _ T7 p(2)_p 
17(1) - p(l) _ - pd) - F 
Also, we have 
^ f f f xV"z° 26) 
{fe (Ci)k+m+n k ! m ! n ! ' 
Just as the Gaussian 2F1 function was generalized to pFq by increasing 
the number of numerator and denominator parameters, the four Appell 
functions were unified and generalized by Kampe' de Feriet (1921) who 
defined a general hypergeometric function of two variables. 
The notation introduced by Kampe' de Feriet for his double 
hypergeometric function of superior order was subsequently abbreviated in 
1941 by Burchnall and Chaundy [21]. We recall here the definition of a more 
general double hypergeometric fiinction [than the one defined by Kampe' de 




00 00 7r(a,) 7c(b,) 7r(c,) ^r „s ^ ^ H^ J/r ih X y 
^ Jfe.) ifyj) J/r+s u i ^ J ' r J 's 
(5.27) 
j=i 
where, for convergence 
(i) p + q < 1 + m + 1, p + k < 1 + n + 1, |x| < 00, |y| < 00, or 
(ii) p + q = l + m + l , p + k = l + n + l , a n d 
TmT 
max 
y ^ < l , i f p > l 
X , y }<l , i fp<l 
(5.28) 
Although the double hypergeometric function defined by (5.27) reduces 
to the Kampe' de F'eriet function in the special case : 
q = k and m = n, 
yet it is usually referred to in the literature as the Kampe' de F'eriet function. 
Similarly, a general triple hypergeometric series F^ ^^  [x, y, z] [cf. Srivastava 
[166], p. 428] is defined as : 
(a)::(b);(b');(b'):(d);(d');(d'); 
.(e)::(g);(g');(g'0:(h);(h');(hO; 
X, y, z 
00 00 00 x" y" z" (5.29) 
where, for convenience 
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B B' B' D D' D' 
A(m,n,p)= ^^ ^^^ G' G' H H' H' 
j=i j=i j=i j=i j=i j=i j=i 
(5.30) 
where (a) abbreviaties, the array of a parameters ai, a2, ... aA, with similar 
interpretations for (b), (b'), (b"), et cetera. The triple hypergeometric series in 
(5.29) converges absolutely when 
1 + E + G + G'' + H - A - B - B ' ' - C > 0 
l + E + G + C + H ' - A - B - B ' - C ^ O 
1 + E + G' + G' + H ' - A - B ' - B ' - C ' > 0 
(5.31) 
where the equalities hold true for suitable constrained values of |x|, |y| and |z|. 
In this thesis we also need to extend the definition of Kampe' de 
F'eriet's double hypergeometric function to generalized triple hypergeometric 
function. We define and denote the extended form as follows : 
((a J a, p, y): ( ( b j 8, e); ((cc), Ti, e); ((d J p): 
( (hH^, v): ( ( i , ) ,T); ( ( I j t, u); ((M^ ), v, w): 
((eBU);((f.W);((goh); 
« « «, 71 (bj) 7r(ci),„ Jtfdil 
^ ^ ^ j .1 \ i 'ak+Pr+ys ^ J 'Sk+er ^ 3 'nk+Bs j^ j ^ i'i 
k^ r-0 .-0 7t(hiL i ( i iL 7c(m:) 
\ J /Xk+tir+vs j ^ j ^ J 'Ck+ir ^ J 'tk+us j ^ j ^ 3 'vr+ws 
'•r+ps 
x" y^  z' 
k! r! s! 
(5.32) 
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For a = p = Y = 5 = 8 = ri = 0 = (t) = p = ^ = v|/ = x = ^ = H = v = ^ = T = t 
= u = v = w = a = A = V= l, (5.32) reduces to the three variable version of the 
general form of the Kampe' de F'eriet's double hypergeometric function. 
6. FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES AND HYPERGEOMETRIC 
FUNCTIONS : 
The simplest approach to a definition of a fractional derivatives 
commences with the formula 
•(e")= D°(e")=a" e" (6.1) 
dz" 
where a is an arbitrary (real or complex) number. 
For a function expressible as 
f(z) = | ; C„ exp(a„z) . (6.2) 
n=0 
Liouville defines the fractional derivative of order a by 
{f(z)} = 2 ; C„ a: exp(a„2) (6.3) 
In 1731 Euler extended the derivative formula 
D; {z^ = X(X-l) (X-n+ l)z'-" (n = 0,l,2 ) 
z - (6.4) r(X-n+ 1) 
to the general form : 
D^{zM= ^X^d l l l - z^ - ' ' (6.5) 
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where ji is an arbitrary complex number. 
Another approach to fractional calculus begins with Cauchy's iterated 
integral: 
z 'D 
D r { f ( z ) } = / J J / f ( t , ) d t , d t , dt„ 
^ 'fCt) ( z - t r ' d t , n = l,2,3 (6.6) 
(n-1)! 
writing (x for -n, we get 
D!; {f (z)} = Y ^ ) ] f (t) (z -1)-"-' dt. Re < 0, (6.7) 
where the path of integration is along a line from 0 to z in the complex t-plane 
and Re <0. 
Equation (6.7) defines the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order 
it is usually denoted by f (z). 
In case m - 1 < Re (|i) < m (m = 1, 2, 3, ), it is customary to write 
(6.7) in the form : 
D i ; { f ( z ) } = £ ^ D r { f ( z ) } 
j m 1 z 
dz" r ( - ^ + m)J 




starting from the iterated integral 
00 00 00 00 
D r { f ( z ) } = J J J j f ( t , )dt ,dt , dt„ 
Z t. t3 tj 
= 7 - ^ ] f ( t ) ( t - z r d t , n = l,2,3, 
(n-1)! i 
and replacing n by -p,, we are led to the definitions 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
D^{f(z) f (t)(t-z)-''-' dt, Re(n) < 0, (6.11) 
ooD^{f (z )}=£^(ooDr{f (z )}) 
m - l < R e ( ^ ) < m ( m = l , 2 , 3 , ). 
Equation (6.11) defines the Weyl fractional integral or order -^i; it is 
usually denoted by K"*^  f (z). 
There is yet another approach based upon the generalization of Cauchy's 
integral formula: 
D^{f(z) _ n! f(t) 
2n\ ^ (t-zy 
-dt , (6.13) 
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which is employed by Nekrossov. 
The literature contains many examples of the use of fractional 
derivatives in the theory of hypergeometric functions, in solving ordinary and 
partial differential equations and integral equations, as well as in other 
contexts. Although other methods of solution are usually available, the 
fractional derivative approach to these problems often suggests methods that 
are not so obvious in a classical formulation. 
Fractional derivative operator plays the role of augmenting parameters 
in the hypergeometric functions involved. Appling this operator on identities 
involving infinite series a large number of generating functions for a variety of 
special functions have been obtained by numerous mathematicians. 
The following theorem on term-by-term fractional differentiation 
embodies, in an explicit form, the definition of a fractional derivative of an 
analytic function: 
THEOREM 1. If a function f (z), analytic in the disc |z| < p, has the power 
series expansion 
/ 
f(z) = | ; a „ z " , | z | < p , (6.14) 
provided that Re (I) > 0, Re (|i) < 0 and |z| < p. 
Yet another theorem is stated as follows : 
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provided that Re (A,) > 0 and | z | < p. 
The following fractional derivative formulas are useful in deriving 
generating functions: 
D -^^  {z^-' (l-az)-" (l-bz)-P ( 1 - c z r } 
= ^  z^"'F^f) [ X, a. p, y; ; az, bz, cz ] 
Re (X) > 0,1 az I < 1,1 bz I < 1,1 cz I < 1 ; 
a, p; X 
L y''' 1 - y . 
R e ( X ) > 0 , | x | + | y | < l . 
In particular (6.17) with c = 0 yields 








^ ^ r W ^ ' 
z 
(6.20) 
Re > 0,1 z I < 1. 
7. SISTER CELINE'S POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES 
SUGGESTED BY i^PELL'S FUNCTIONS : In 1947 Sister Mary Celine 
Fasenmyer concentrated her studies on polynomials generated by 
O- t ) -
a, ...a.; -4xt 
n=0 
a, ...ap; (7.1) 
which yield 
a , . . . a p ; 
b....b • p+2^q+2 
- n , n + l,a, ...ap; 
1, i , b,.. .b,; 
(7.2) 
Her polynomials include as special cases the Legendre polynomials 
Pn(l-2x), some Jacobi polynomials. Rice's Hn p, v), Bateman's Z^ (x), Fn 
(z) and Pasternak's F" (z) which is a generalization of Bateman's Fn (x). The 
simple Bessel polynomial yn (x) is also included. She also obtained a few 
results of interest for some of the simpler of her polynomials for instance she 
derived the result 
a, ...Ep; 
b, ...b, ; 
a i . . . a p ; 
b, ...b, ; 
X y dy (7.3) 
which includes 
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P „ ( l - 2 x ) = - ^ r y 2e-yf„(- ;xy)dy (7.4) 
and H„ te,p.v)=-L r y"2 e-y f„ vy) dy 
V7I ° 
(7.5) 
using p = 1, q = 1, El = Vi, bi = 1, we find that Sister Celine's (7.3) becomes 
= - L r y"2e-yf„( - ; l ;xy)dy 
VTt 
As she points out for Bateman's Zn 
/ 
(x) 
and in terms of the simple Laguerre polynomial 
= L„(x)L„(-x) 
By combining (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8), sister Celine obtained 





In chapter II of the present thesis four new classes of polynomials 
suggested by the Four Appell's Functions have been introduced which are two 
variable generalization of Sister Celine's polynomials. Certain double 
generating functions, integral relations, fractional derivatives, interconnections 
and certain Burchnall and Chaundy type expansions of these polynomials have 
been obtained. 
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8. A NOTE ON A THREE VARIABLES ANALOGUE OF BESSEL 
POLYNOIVQALS : In 1949 Krall and Frink [136] initiated a study of simple 
Bessel polynomial 
Y„ (x)= (8.1) 
and generalized Bessel polynomial 
Y„(a,b.x)= - n , a - l + n ; - ; - -
b 
(8.2) 
These polynomials were introduced by them in connection with the 
solution of the wave equation in spherical coordinates. They are the polynomial 
solutions of the differential equation. 
X V (x) + (ax + b) y' (x) = n (n + a - 1) y (x) (8.3) 
where n is a positive integer and a and b are arbitrary parameters. These 
polynomials are orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to the weight 
function 
p (x ,a ) = ^ | ; r (a) 
27ri;^ r(a + n - l ) 
r 2 y (8.4) 
Several authors including Agarwal [2], Al-Salam [5], Brafinan [17], 
Burchnall [22], Carlitz [27], Chatteijea [36], Dickinson [38], Eweida [48], 
Grosswald [57], Rainville [154] and Toscano [178] have contributed to the 
study of the Bessel polynomials. 
Recently in the year 2000, Khan and Ahmad [116] studied two variables 
analogue (x,y) of the Bessel polynomials Y "^^  (x) defined by 
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Yr(x)=2Fo - n , a + n + l ; - ; - - | (8.5) 
Chapter III concerns with a study of a three variables analogue 
Y^c^-P.Y) (x,y,z;a,b,c) of (8.2). Certain integral representations, a Schlafli's 
contour integral, a fractional integral, Laplace transformations, some 
generating functions and double and triple generating functions have been 
obtained for (x, y, z; a, b, c). 
9. A STUDY OF THREE VARIABLE ANALOGUES OF CERTAIN 
FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OPERATORS : The fi^actional calculus has 
been investigated by many mathematicians [156]. In their works the Riemann -
Liouvulle operator (R - L) defined by 
R o . x f = ^ j ( x - t r f ( t ) d t (9.1) 
was the most central, while Erdelyi and Kober defined their operator (E - K) in 
connection with the Hankel transform [132] as 
= (9.2) 
Weyl and another Erodelyi - Kober fractional operators are defined as 
follows: 
w : . f = ^ j ( t - x r f ( t ) d t (9.3) 
and 
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KJ'S f = ^ J (x - if-' t -^ - f(t)dt (9.4) 
respectively. 
In 1978, M. Saigo [159] defined a certain integral operator involving the 
Gauss hypergeometric function as follows : 
Let a > P and t| be real numbers. The fractional integral operator I"*'^''^, 
which acts on certain functions f(x) on the interval (o, oo) is defined by 
* f t ^  
= a + P , - r i ; a ; l - - f(t)dt (9.5) 
r(a) J xj 
where F is the gamma function, F denotes the Gauss hypergeometric series 
2 F , ( a , b ; c ; z ) = I ^ ^ z M z | < | (9.6) 
n=o n! (cj„ 
and its analytic continuation into I arg (l - z) I < ti, and (a)^ = • 
r(a) 
Such an integral was first treated by Love [137] as an integral equation. 
However, if one regards the integral as an operator with a slight change, it will 
contain as special cases both R - L and E - K owing to reduction formulas for 
the Gauss function by restricting the parameters. The more interesting fact is 
that for this operator two kinds of product rules may be made up by virtue of 
Erdelyi's formulas [41], which were first proved by using the method of 
fractional integration by parts in the R - L sense. From the rules, of course, the 
ones for R - L and E - K are deduced. Moreover this operator is representable 
by products of R - L's, from which it is possible to obtain the integrability and 
00 
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estimations of Hardy - Littlewood type [59]. Saigo [159] also defined an 
integral operator on the interval (x, oo) as an extension of operators of Weyl and 
another Erdelyi - Kober operators as follows : 
Under the same assumptions in defining (9.5), the integral operator 
J^'P'Ms defined by 
ja.P.n f ^ 1 
r (a)J 
( t -x f - ' t^-Pp a + p , - T i ; a ; l - - f(t)dt (9.7) 
V t y 
Later on in 1988, Saigo and Raina [161] obtained the generalized 
firactional integrals and derivatives introduced by Saigo [159], [160] of the 
system Sj (x), where the general system of polynomials 
11 
r=0 r! 
were defined by Srivastava [171], where q > 0 and n > 0 are integers, and An, r 
are arbitrary sequence of real or complex numbers. 
The three variable analogues of Saigo's operators (9.5) and (9.7) as 
follows: 
I. Let c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0, a, b, b', b" be real numbers. A three variable 
analogue of fi-actional integral operator I j f ' ^ due to M. Saigo is defined 
as 
T8.b.b',b';c.c',c' V 
l-^ O.xjO.y.O.z ^ V^iJi^J 
X-a y-a 2-a y- ^ 
r(c)r (c ' ) r (c ' ) 
(x - u )" ' (y - v)''"'(z - w f " ' 
0 0 0 
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c,c',c'; f (u, v,w)dwdvdu (9.8) 
where F?^ is a Lauricella function of three variables defined by 
7(3) ajb.b'.b"; x,y,z 
00 00 00 „n , r „s 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
x| + |y | .+ | z | < | . 
SPECIAL CASES : 
(i) For a = b = b' = b" = 0, c = a, c' = p, c" = y, (9.8) reduces to 
f ( x , y , z ) = iRj'x;0,y;0,z f l ^ .y . z ) 
X y z 
r(a)r(p)r(Y) 
J j { x - u f ~ ' ( y - y f - \ z - w y - ' f (u ,v ,w)dwdvdu 
0 0 
(9.9) 
Here (9.9) may be taken as a three variable analogue of Riemann -
Liouville Sectional integral operator Rq^ . 
(ii) For a = 0 = a, b = - -n, b' = b" = 0, c' = p, c" = y, (9.8) becomes 
Ta,-ri.0,0;a,p,y f / v - f v y'i 
r(a)r(p)r(y) J J (x-u)"-'(y-v)P-'(z-wru'if (u,v,w)dwdvdu 0 0 0 
(9.10) 
(iii) For a = c = a , b = b" = 0, b' = -ti, c' = p, c" = y, (9.8) gives 
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Ta,0,-n,0;a,p.y f C x v / ' i - y p ^ ' P ' ^ ' l f C x V 7 ^ 
P0,x;0.y;0,z ^ - l ^0,x;0,y;0,z ^ V*' 
r(a)r(p)r(Y) 0 0 
(x-u)" ' (y-v)^'(z-wy ' v'^  f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
(9.11) 
(iv) For a = c = a, b = b' = 0, b" = -rj, c' = p, c" = y, (9.8) yields 
Ta,0,0,-ii; o.p.y r f ^ y \ - zpct .P.y. l f ^ 
r(a)r(p)r(y) 0 0 0 
(x-u)"-' (y-vy-'(z-wy-' w'l f (u, v.w)dwdvdu 
(9.12) 
Here (9.10), (9.11) and (9.12) may be regarded as three variable 
analogues of Erdelyi Kober fractional integral operator. 
Under the same conditions of (9.8), a three variable analogues of 
is as defined below : 
J J ( u - x r ( v - y r ( w - z r 
c,c', c"; 
u ^ V ^ w ^ f (u, v,w)dwdvdu 
(9.13) 
SPECIAL CASES : 
(i) For a = b = b' = b" = 0, c = a, c' = P, c" = y, (9.13) reduces to 
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f (x ,y , z )= f(x,y,z) 
= r(a)r(|3)r(Y) J]] (--n^-yn^-^r f (u ,v ,w)dwdvdu 
(9.14) 
We may consider (9.14) as a three variable analogue of Weyl fractional 
integral operator L^ .oq • 
(ii) For a = c = a, b = -Ti, b' = b" = 0, c' = p, c" = y, (9.13) reduces to 
Ta,-n,0.0;a,P,y f ( ^ - XTi:«.P.Y.1 f U v 
l ' ' x , ao ;y ,oo ;z ,oo ^ V - ^ j " l " -X ,ao ; y,oo; z,oo 
(9.15) 
(iii) For a = c = a, b = b" = 0, b' = -ti, c' = p, c" = y, (9.13) becomes 
l ' ' x ,oo ;y ,oo ;z ,oo ^ V * ' l ^ X . o o ; y,oo; z.oo 
y" j J J (u-xf - ' (v- y)P-'(w -z)'- ' U-" v-"-" W-" f (u, v, w)dw dvdu 
y z r(a)r(p)r(y) J 
(9.16) 
(iv) For a = c = a, b = b' = 0, b" = -TI, C' = (3, c" = y, (9.13) gives 
ja.0,0.-ii;a.p.y f fx y z^ = fCxvz") 
1 x,«>;y.'»;z.w l^x,oo;y,oo; z,«> ^ V*, y , z ; 
00 « 00 
= r(a)r(p)r(y) J / / ( u - x ) " - ' ( v - y r ( w - z y - ' u - ° v - w - ' ' f ( u , v , w ) d w d v d u 
(9.17) 
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We may consider (9.15), (9.16) and (9.17) as three variable analogues of 
Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator . 
11. Let c > 0, a, a', a", b, b', b" be real numbers. Then a second three 
variable analogue of Iq,'*'^  is as follows : 
| ] | ( x - u ) - ( y - v r ( z - w ) 
,C-1 
0 0 0 
c; 
f (u ,v ,w)dwdvdu (9.18) 
Where 
c; 
00 oo CO ^ y Y y (a)„(aO,(al(b)„(b'X(bl ^ , 
^ ^ ^ n ! r ! s ! ( c ) „ _ n=0 r=0 s=0 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) For a = a' = a" = 0, c = a, (9.18) reduces to 
2lo!x;0,y;M f (x ,y , z ) - 2Ro,x;0,y;0,z f(x,y,z) 
{r(a)F 
* y 
0 0 0 
( x - u f - ^ f (u, v.w)dwdvdu 
(9.19) 
Here (9.19) may be regarded as a three variable analogue of Riemann -
Liouville fractional integral operator Rq.x • 
(ii) For a = c = a , a' = a" = 0, b = -T), (9.18) reduces to 
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Ta,0,0,-Ti;b',b';a r / yr 7) - x p C ' l f Cy v 
I ] ] (^-^r' u'' f (u,v,w)dwdvdu {r(a)p i 
(iii) For a = a" = 0, a' = c = a, b' = -r|, (9.18) gives 
(9.20) 
- a -n X y z 
J I I ( x - u r ' ( y - v f - ' ( z - w f - ' v i f ( u , v , w ) d w d v d u 
{ r ( a F i 0 0 
(iv) For a = a' = 0, a" = c = a, b" = -r|, (9.18) becomes 
(9.21) 
J ) ] ( x - u r ( y - v r ( z - w r w' i f(u,v.w)dwdvdu 
i r i a J l 0 0 0 
(9.22) 
Here (9.20), (9.21) and (9.22) may be thought of as the second three 
variable analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator E j ^ . 
Under the same conditions of (9.18), a second three variable analogues 
of is as defined below : 
] ] J ( u - x r ( v - y r ( w - z ) 
| r ( c ) ) X y ^ 
a , a ' , a ' , b , b ' , b ' ; l - i 
c; 
y a ^ a ^ a f (u, V, w ) dw dv du 
(9.23) 
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SPECIAL CASES : 
(i) For a = a' = a" = 0, c = a, (9.23) reduces to 
j0.0,0;b.b' .b':a f f x V - f f x V z ) 
J f J ( u - x r u v - y r H w - z r ^ f(u,v,w)dwdvdu 
( r ^ a j ) X y z 
(9.24) 
It can be considered as a three variable analogue of Weyl fractional 
integral operator . 
(ii) For a' = a" = 0, a = c = a, b = -Ti, (9.23) becomes 
ja,0,0,-n,b',b';a f v - f ( x V t ) 
T| 00 00 00 J\ 
{ r (a)f . , z 
J J J f(u,v,w)dwdvdu 
(9.25) 
(iii) For a = a" = 0, a' = c = a, b' = -ti, (9.23) gives 
^ri ao_ 00^  00 
{r(a)f . , z 
/ J J (u -xr ' (v -y)«-^(w-z)" -^v-«- ' i f(u,v,w)dwdvdu 
(9.26) 
(iv) For a = a' = 0, a" = c = a, b" = -ti, (9.23) yields 
j O . O , a , b , b ' . - i i ; a f f x y Z^ = f f x V 
r) 00 00 00 2 * " " 
{r(a)F X y z 
J J J (u-x)" - ' (v -y)° - ' (w-z)" - 'w-"-^ f(u,v,w)dwdvdu 
(9.23) 
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Here (9.25), (9.26) and (9.27) may be taken as the second three variable 
analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator K";^ . 
III. Let c>0,c'>0, c" > 0, a, b be real numbers. Then a third three variable 
analogue of iSf '^ is defined below : 
X-' y"' z-"' J I j ( x - u r ( y - v r ( z - w r 
a h ' l —-iL 1 1 —JK-
c.c'.c"; 
f (u, V, w ) d w d v d u (9.28) 
Where 
t(3) a, b ; X , y, z 
c.c'.c* ; 
(a)n+r+s (b), n+r+s 
00 00 00 
^ ? o r?o s?o n ! r ! s ! ( c ) „ ( c O ; ( c a 
x" y^ z® 
Under the same conditions of (9.28), a third three variable analogues of 
is as given below : 
IV. Let c > 0 , a, b, b', b" be real numbers. A fourth three variable analogue 
of fractional integral operator IJ'J*'^  due to M. Saigo is defined as: 
Wc)) 
J j J ( x - u r ( y - v r - ' ( z - w r - ' 
0 0 0 
a , b , b ' , b M - i 1 - ^ , 1 - f 
c ; 
f (u, v , w ) d w d v d u (9.30) 
Where 
7(3) a, b ; x , y , z 
c . c ' . c" ; 
00 00 00 
- V V V (^)n+r+s (^)in-r+s ^n „ r 
" S 5 E r! s i s ! (4 (4 " 
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SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) For a = b = b' = b" = 0, c = a, (9.30) reduces 
2R0 .x;0 .y;0 .z H w ) 




Which is (9.19) i.e. a three variable analogue of Riemann - Liouville 
fractional integral operator R",* • 
(ii) For a = c = a, b = -Ti, b' = b" = 0, (9.30) becomes 
4 IQ.'X; 0 0, z ^ Y' z ) = 3E Q, y; 0,z ^ V' 
{r(a)F 
I j (x-u)"-'(y-v)""'(z-w)"-'u''f(u,v,w)dwdvdu 
(9.32) 
0 0 0 
(iii) For a = c = a, b = b" = 0, b' = -ri, (9.30) gives 
4 Iq.'x; 0, y; 0, z ^ (*» y> ~ 3 0, y; 0, z ^ 
-a .,-a-n _-o * y z X y z 
0 0 0 
^ J J J ( x - u r ( y - v r ' ( z - w r ' v ' i f ( u , v , w ) d w d v d u 
(9.33) 
(iv) For a = c = a, b = b' = 0, b" = -ti, (9.30) yields 
4 ^O.'x; 0,'y;'o, z ^ ~ 3^o. 'x; 0, y; 0, z ^ y ' 
^ - a y-a 
{r{a)F 0 0 0 
J (x - u)""' (y - v)"'' (z - w)""' w-i f (u, v, w) dw dv du 
(9.23) 
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Here (9.32), (9.33) and (9.34) may be considered as third three -
variable analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator EJ^J. 
It may be remarked here that (9.32), (9.33) and (9.34) can also be 
obtained from (9.10), (9.11) and (9.12) respectively by taking a = p = y. 
Under the same condition of (9.30), a fourth three - variable analogue of 
another fractional integral operator due to M. Saigo is defined as 
follows: 
f(x,y,z) = ^  ] ] ] ( u - x r ( v - y r ' ( w - z r ' 
( r w ) X 1 z 
c; 
u ^u ^u ^ f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) For a = b = b' = b" = 0, c = a, (9.35) reduces to 
4Jr«?y%%.co f ( x , y . z ) = 2Ll.;y.oo;z.«> f (x, Y, z) 
] ] ] ( u - x r ( v - y r ( w - z r f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
X y z 
(9.35) 
(9.36) 
which is (9.24) i.e. a second three - variable analogue of Weyl fractional 
integral operator o^ • It can also be obtained from (9.14) by taking a = P = y. 
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(ii) For a = c = a, b = - t j , b' = b" = 0, (9.35) becomes 
= J J ^ J J J - ^ r ' (v - y)"' (w - z)""' V-" W-" f (u, V, w) dw dv du 
. V®/J X y z 
(9.37) 
(iii) For a = c = a, b = b" = 0, b' = -ti, (9.35) gives 
Ta,0,-ti,0;a f ( v - yiir"'^ f/'v v 
4*'x,oo;y,oo;2,oo ^x,oo; y,oo;z,oo ^X^fJi^J 
= I ] J - (v - y)"' (w - z)"' U-" v-"-" f (u, V, w) dw dv du 
i (^Xjj X y z 
(9.38) 
(iv) For a = c = a, b = b' = 0, b" = -r], (9.35) yields 
Ta ,0 ,0 , - i i ; a f ( ^ _ z t^a . r i n ( \ 
4''x,oo;y,oo;2,oo ^x,qo; y,oo;z,oo ^V^iJi^J 
= J J J (u - x)""' (v - y)""(w - z)"-' U-" v-» w-""! f (u, V, w)dw dv du 
(^X^ J X y z 
(9.39) 
Here (9.37), (9.38) and (9.39) may be considered as third three -
variable analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator K"'^ . 
Further (9.37), (9.38) and (9.39) can also be obtained from (9.15), (9.16) and 
(9.17) respectively by taken a = (3 = y. 
The chapter IV establishes certain results in the form of theorems 
including integration by parts 
10. ON FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OPERATORS OF THREE 
VARIABLES AND INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS : In chapter IV of the 
present thesis a study was made of certain three variable analogues of fractional 
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integral operators of one variable due to M. Saigo. Continuing the study of 
these operators, chapter V of this thesis establishes the effects of integral 
transforms say the three variable analogues of Mellin and Laplace transforms 
on the three variable analogues of fractional integral operators of the preceding 
chapter. A three variable analogue of Mellin transform of a function f (x, y, z) 
of three variables x, y and z is defined as follows : 
00 00 GO 
M{f(u,v,w):r,s,t}= J | J u'"'v^'" w"'f (u, v,w )dwdvdu (10.1) 
0 0 0 
Similarly the triple Laplace transform of a flmctions of three variables of 
f (x, y, z) defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional space is 
defined by the equation 
00 CO 00 
L{f(x.y,z):r,s.t}=J J j e""'-'^ -'^  f (x,y,z )d2dydx (10.2) 
0 O 0 • 
11. ON A GENERALIZATION OF Z - TRANSFORM : In the theory of 
Electrical Engineering of Telecommunication Engineering, z-transform 
technique is widely used for the analysis and synthesis of the sampled data 
system. The discrete time function which represents the sampled signal or the 
sampled data system is denoted by 
r(t) = J f(nT)5(t-nT) (n = 0.1,2, ) (11.1) 
The z-transform F(z) of the series f(nT) is defined as the infinite sum of 
F(z) = | ; f(nT)z-" (n = 0,l,2, ) (11.2) 
n>0 
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where z is the complex variable such as z = e®^  for the Laplace variables. Hence 
we have 
F(z) = | ; f(nT)e-^^"=Lf(t), (n = 0,l,2, ) (11.3) 
n - O 
and we know that the z-transform for f(nT) is suited to the Laplace transform 
for P (t). We denote (1.2) as F(z) = z {f(nT)}. 
Thus understanding of the z-transformation is easily gained with the use 
of fundamental knowledge of the Laplace transformation and the function 
theory of complex variables. 
To obtain the formulae of z-transformation or the inverse z-
transformation, several methods such as power series, partial function or 
residues theorems are explained in [135]. Chapter VI deals with a 
generalization of z-transform. The generalization is analogous to Taylor's 
generalization of Maclaurin's expansion. Certain properties of this generalized 
z-transform have been discussed in this chapter. Contents of this chapter are 
akeady published in Acta Ciencia India [1091. 
CHAPTER - II 
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CHAPTER - n 
SISTER CELINE'S POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES 
SUGGESTED BY APPELL'S FUNCTIONS 
ABSTRACT : The present chapter is study of four new classes of polynomials 
which are generalization of Sister Celine's Polynomials to two variables suggested by 
the Appell's fimctions. 
1. INTRODUCTION : In 1947 Sister Mary Celine Fasenmyer concentrated her 
studies on polynomials generated by 
( l -O- pF, 








b, ...b ; p+2Fq+2 
- n , n + l,a, ...ap; 
1, h b,...b,; 
(1.2) 
Her polynomials include as special cases the Legendre polynomials Pn (l-2x), 
some Jacobi polynomials, Rice's Hn p, v), Bateman's Zn (x), Fn (z) and Pasternak's 
F" (z) which is a generalization of Bateman's Fn (x). The simple Bessel polynomial 
yn (x) is also included. She also obtained a few results of interest for some of the 
simpler of her polynomials for instance she derived the result 
a, ...ap; 
b....b : y 
a , . . . a p ; 
b, ...b,; 
X y dy (1.3) 
which includes 
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P„ (1 - 2X)=-L] y'^ e-^  f„ (-;xy) dy 
-fni 
and H„ p, v)=-L J y-I e->' f„ (4, p, vy) dy 
VTI 
using p = 1, q = 1, ai = V2, bi = 1, we find that Sister Celine's (1.3) becomes 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
f l - l - x =4=]y"^e -^ f„ ( - ; l ; xy )dy 
Vn i 
(1.6) 
As she points out for Bateman's Zn 
f l 1 ' = Zo(x) (1.7) 
and in terms of the sample Laguerre polynomial 
.2 ^ 
= L„(x)L„(-x) 
By combining (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8), sister Celine obtained 
y^ o V y 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
Suggested by the four Appell's functions the present chapter introduces for new 
classes of polynomials which are two variable generalization of Sister Celine's 
polynomials. 
2. NEW CLASSES OF POLYNOMIALS 
Suggested by the four Appell's function, the four different generalizations of 
Sister Celine's Polynomials to two variables are as given below. 
B|;i(a;b,b';c;x,y)=F 
a ; -n ,n + l ,b ; -k ,k + l,b'; 
c -!- 1 • J- 1 • 
»^ 2' ^ f 2 > ' 
X, y (2.1) 
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Bg(a;b,b ' ;c ,c ' ;x,y)=F 
a; - n, n +1, b; - k, 1 + k, b'; 
- 1 1 c • -L 1 c' • y (2.2) 
Ba(a,a ' ;b,b ' ;c;x,y)=F 
- ; - n , n + l ,a ,b;-k,k + l ,a ' ,b ' ; 
c; i . 1; I , 1 
X, y (2.3) 
B2(a ;b ; c , c ' ; x .y )=F 
a,b;-n,n + l ; - k , k + l ; 
1 1 c • 1 1 c' • > 2' •'^ ' ' 2 ' ' 




c; e, e' ; 
_ V V ( ^ U (d)n (dp, n 
n!k!(cU(eX(e 'X ' n = 0 
It may be remarked that polynomials (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) are polynomials in 
two variable x, y of degree (n + k) of degree n in x and of degree k in y each of these 
reduces to special cases of Sister Celine's polynomial. Thus these can be regarded as 
generalizations of Sister Celine's polynomials to two variables on the pattern of the 
definition of Appell's Function. 
3. DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR NEW CLASSES OF 
POLYNOMIALS : The polynomials (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) admit the 
following double generating functions : 
( i - t ) - ' ( i -2 r 'F i a;b,b';c; ,, -4xt -4yz 
( i - t f ( i - z ) ^ j 
00 00 
= Z 2:Ba(a;b.b';c;x,y)t"z' ' (3.1) 
n = 0 k = 0 
-4xt -4yz a;b,b';c,c'; 
( i - t f ' d - ^ f j n = 0 k = 0 
(3.2) 
( l - t r ( l - z r F 3 -4xt -4yz a,a';b,b';c; = Z ZB2(a.a';b.b';c;x.y)t"z' ' 
n = 0 k = 0 
(3.3) 
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(l-t)- '( l -z)- 'F4 
, , - 4 x t - 4 y z 
a ; b ; c , c ; - — 
{l-tf (l-z)2J = Z lB2(a;b;c,c ' ;x,y)t"z ' ' (3.4) n = 0 k = 0 
4. A DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTION: 
LetG(u.v)= ± £ c„,ku"v'' (4.1) 
n-O k«0 
and defined Bn.k (x, y) by the relation 
- 4 x t - 4 y z 
n = 0 k = 0 
B M - t I 
r.o s-0 I i 1 1 
u . 
(l)r 
U j , 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
( l ) s r ! s ! 
If t and z are sufficiently small the left member of (4.2) may be expanded in an 
absolutely convergent quadruple series and rearrange so as to give a convergent 
double series in t and z, thus. 
T H q - V V gn.u(-4xt)° (-4yzy 
k+l 
= S E c . . , ( -4xt )"( -4yz) ' ( l - t r -" ( l -z) -
l - ( 2 k + l ) 
n - 0 k - 0 
n = 0 k = 0 
00 00 00 oO 
n»0 k»0 r«0 s=0 
r = 0 s = 0 S ! 
2k+s 
00 00 00 00 
= 2 2 S S 
n = 0 k = 0 r = 0 s = 0 n!k!(l)2,(l)2s 
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= S S Z t c , , ( -4xy( -4yy tV( i )„ , , ( i ) k+s 
k.o rt^ s"^  (n-r) ! (k-s) ! (1)2,(1)2, 
6 ^ (-n), (-k), 4xy (-4yy f z " (1)„ (1 + n),(l),(l + k)^  = Z Z I Z n-O k-0 r-0 s=0 n!(-l)'k! (-1)^ (H (1), (i), (1), 
„4-o h (U (1). (U (l)s 
comparing the coefficients of t", z'' on both sides, we get (43) consequently if G(u, v) 
is any of the Four Appell's Function : 
F.(a;b.b';c;x,y)=|; g y. 
n-O k=o 
n=.0 k=0 /n+k 
Then Bn,k (x, y) are precisely the polynomials (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) respectively. 
5. INTEGRAL RELATIONS: 
(a;b.b';c;x,y) 
1 (0+)(0+) a ; -n ,n + l ,b ; -k ,k + l,b' ; ^ ^ 





(0+) (0+) a ; -n ,n + l ,b ; -k ,k + l,b'; ^ ^ 






(0+) (0+) - : - n , n + l,a,b;-k,k + l,a',b'; ^ -y^ 





'a,b:-n,n + l ; -k,k + l; ^ ^ 
- : l.c ; l.c' ; t ' t 




a:-n ,n + l ,b ; -k ,k + l,b'; 
c- X 1 1 • X J- 1 xt,yz dtdz (5.5) 
i 00 00 a: - n, n +1, b; - k, k +1, b'; 
- : i i . l . c ; 1 i . l .c ' ; xt,yz dtdz 
(5.6) 
B2(a,a';b.b';c;x,y) 
> CO 00 
= - f f F 
71 r r 
- : - n, n +1, a, b; - k, k +1, a', b'; 
c J- J- 1 • -L i- 1 2 > 2 ' ' > 
xt,yz dtdz (5.7) 
B^Ha;b;c,c';x,y) 
7t 
7 _i t -J- 7 
J t ^e-^z ^e-^'F 
0 0 
a,b:-n,n + l ; -k,k + l; 
_ . i 1 1 c - 1 1 1 c' • ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 '2 ' ' 
dtdz (5.8) 
B«i(a;b,b';c;x,y) 
r(d) 1 1 













j t"-' (1 -1)"*-"-' z" (1 - z)"''-"'-' BS (a, a'; d. d'; c; xt, yz)dt dz 
(5.11) 




-n,n + l,b; 




-k,k + l,b'; 
i . 1 yt L 2 
dt (5.13) 
Bl,^Ha;b.b';c.c';x.y) = — f r'(l-t)' '-'B2(d;b,b';c,c';xt,yt)dt (5.14) 
r(a)r(d - a) 








J B(„^j;(a,a';b,b';c;xt,yt)dt = r(c) 4F2 
a,b,-n,n + l; a',b'-k,k + l; 
i 1 • • 
L 2 ' ^ 
1 ; s 1 L 2' 
4F, 
a' ,b'-k.k+l;y 








-n,n+l,b; J 3F3 
t J r(a) 
-k,k + l,b'; 
1 1 c' I 2 » » 
(5.20) 
1 (0+){0+) 
r 1 f ( - t . r ( - t 3 r e - e - ' B S 
47t 
u »-X - y dtjdtj 
1 
r(a)r(b) 2F3 
-n,n + l; "-k,k + l; 
1 1 c -^ 2F3 i . l . C 
(5.21) 
6. FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES: The fractional derivative operator is defined 
as 
dHz^ 
where X and n are arbitrary. 
Using this operator on (a; b, b'; c; x, y) we obtain the following products of 
polynomials. 
Dr>{t-B^>(a;b,b';c;xt;yt)=^3F. r(a) 
-n ,n + l,b; "-k,k + l; 
-LI • . 2' ' ' 




^ H„(b,p,x).H„(b',p'.y) r(a)r(p)r(p') ^ ' 
(6.2) 
where Hn(b, p ,x) and Pn(x) denote Rice and Legendre polynomials respectively. 
7. INTERCONNECTIONS 
The following integral interconnections among (a;b,b';c;x,y), 
b S (a; b,b'; c, c'; x, y) , B ^ (a, a'; b,b'; c; x, y) , B^ l^ (a; b; c, c'; x, y) are as given below : 
(0+)oo 00 
2'v71 ^ ^ „ V t ty 
00 0 0 
= r(a')B^^i:(a,a';b,b';c;x.y) (7.1) 
, (0+)(0+)oo 
00 00 0 
xt yt 
- t , - t 2 j 
dtdt, dt2 
:^B»>(a;b .b ' ;c ;x ,y) 
r(a) 
(7.2) 
1 (0+) (0+) « 
u w Xt yt 
- t , - t j 
dt dt, dt^  
(7.3) 
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1 (0+) 00 » f J ( - t r . t r f .e--'-^ BS a;b,b';c,c'; dtdt, dt 
n o V t t / 
= r(c')B|'i:(a;b,b';c;x,y) (7.4) 
J (Of) (Of) 
Wti • n 'n,k 00 o 
u U' f xt yt a;b,b';c,c'; ^ 
- t , - t ^ y 
dtdt, dt j 
(7.5) 
, (0+) (0+) 00 
4Vn i oJ i 
, , , , xt yt 
- t , - t j 
dt dt, dtj 
^ B ^ > ( a ; b , b ' ; c ; x , y ) (7.6) 
• (0+)«. 00 Z' Yt > 
2\71 ^ „ „ \ t t y 
dt dt, dtj 
= r(b')B® (a;b,b';c,c';x,y) (7.7) 
8. CERTAm EXPANSION'S : In 1940 J. L. Buchnall and T. W. Chaundy [20] 
obtained certain expansions of Appell's double hypergeometric functions. They 
associated with these four definitions the two elementary expansions. 
F(a,b; c;X).F(a',b'; C; y ) = t t ^^  y" 
n=o m! n! (c)„ (c )„ 
F(a ,b ;c ;x + y)= X S y" 
liil) ntt) m! n! 
and introduced the inverse pair of symbolic operators 
r(h)r(6+5'+h) r(5+h)r(S'+h) 
^^ r(h+5)r(5'+h)' ^ ^ r(h)r(5+8'+h)' (8.1) 
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where 5, 5' = x J - , y Then V (h) (h)„, (h)n x" / = (hW„ x™ / and So if (h)„, (h)„ 
5x 9y 
occurs in the numerator of the coefficient of x"* y" it is changed into (h)n,+n by the 
operator V(h). The operator V(h) effects a similar change in the denominator. Now 
Appell's series can be obtained from the product of two simple hypergeometric series 
by changes of this character and one can therefore write symbolically 
F^ [a; b , b ' ; c, c'; x, y] = V (a) F (a, b ; c; x) F (a, b ' ; c'; y) (8.2) 
[a, a'; b , b ' ; c; x, y] = A (c) F (a, b ; c; x) F (a', b ' ; c; y) (8.3) 
[a; b , b ' ; c; x, y] = V (a) A (c) F (a, b ; c;- x) F (a, b ' ; c; y) (8.4) 
F '^) [a; b , b ' ; c; x, y] = V (a) F® (a, a; b . b ' ; c; x, y) (8.5) 
[a; b , b ' ; c; x, y] = A (c) F^ ^^  (a; b , b ' ; c, c; x. y) (8.6) 
[a, b ; c, c'; x, y] = V ( b ) F^ '^  (a; b , b ; c, c'; x, y) (8.7) 
F (a, b ; c; X + y] = V ( b ) F^ '^  [a; b , b ; c; x, y] (8.8) 
F (a, b ; c; X + y] = A (c) F^ '^  [a, b ; c, c; x, y] (8.9) 
F (a, b; c; X + y] = V (b) A (c) F® [a; b, b; c, c; x, y] (8.10) 
They noted further that on a simple hypergeometric series one has 
y - l ^F ( a ,b ; c ;x ) = y^F(a ,b ;c + r;x) (8.11) 
(5 + c), (c), 
with similar formula for the double series, provided that one replace 5 by 5', 5 + 6', 
when the parameter c occurs with suffix n, m + n instead of m. 
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Again, in the coefficient of x*" / , ———^ changes (a)mf„ into ( - a - o - o 
(-iy(aX(a-r)„ 
( a - r L 
so that, for instance, 
^ . = -r;b,b';c,c';x,y] (8.12) 
( - a - 5 - 6 (a-rjj, 
Finally they noted 
(-8),F(a,b;c;x) = ( -1 / x^F(a+r, b + r; c + r; x), (8.13) 
icJr 
the corresponding results for the double series being sufficiently shown by the formula 
( - S)r(- 5')r F^ 'W.b ' ;c ;x ,y)=t i2rMM ^r /F('>[a+2r;b+r,b'+r;c+2r;x,y] (8.14) 
(Cjzr 
where 2r replaces r in association with the 'double' parameters a, c, i.e. parameter 
which have the suffix m, n in the defining series. Combining (8.12) and (8.14) they 
found that 
( - a - 8 - 5 +1), 
= f - i y (4(b)r(bOr + r; b + r, b' + r; c + 2r; x, y] (8.15) 
(c)2, 
They also quoted as lemmas the known indenties 
r(h)r(m+n + h) (-m),(-n), .g 
r(m+h)r(n + h) t t r!(hX 
r(m+h)r(n + h) (-m), (-n), .g 
r(h)r(m+n + h) ffe r! ( - h - m - n + l). 
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^f (- iy(hL(-mX(-nX Ig. 
r!(h+r-lX(m+h),(n+hX 
r(h)r(in + n + h)r(m + k)r(n + k) ^ (k-h),(kL(-in), (-n), ,g 
r(m+h)r(n + h)r(k)r(m + n + k) r!(k + r-lX(m + k),(n + kX(hX 
= t ( h - k U - m U - n ) 
^ r!(hX(-k-m-n + l), 
of these (8.16) is Gauss's theorem (or Vandermonde's theorem if m, n are positive 
integers), and (8.17) is a variant of (8.16) valid only when one of m, n is an integer; 
(8.18), (.8.19) are limiting forms of Dougall's theorem given by Bailey and (8.20) is 
Saalschutz's theorem valid only when one of m. n is a positive integer. 
In the light of above the four polynomials (2.1 to 2.4) can be written as : 
BS(a;b,b';c,c';x,y)=V(a)F(a,b,-n,n+l;c,!/2,l;x).F(a,b',-k,k+l;c,y2,l;y) (8.21) 
Ba(a,a';b,b';c;x,y)=A(c)F(a,b,-n,n+l;c,'/2,l;x).F(a',b',-k,k+l;c.V2,l;y) (8.22) 
b S (a;b,b';c;x,y)=V(a)A(c)F(a,b,-n,n+1 1 ;x).F(a,b',-k,k+1 ;c,i/2,1 ;y) (8.23) 
B^ > (a; b, b'; c; x, y) = V (a) (a, a; b, b'; c; x, y) (8.24) 
B^i (a; b, b'; c; x, y) = A (c) B ^ (a; b, b'; c, c'; x, y) (8.25) 
B<:> (a, b; c, C; X, y) = V (b) (a; b, b'; c, c'; x, y) (8.26) 
we have also obtained the following expansions of 
B(^Ua;b,b'; c; x, y), (a;b,b'; c, c'; x, y), B<„^> (a,a;b,b'; c; x, y), Bi:^(a,b;c, c'; x, y) as 
given below: 
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BS(a;b.b ' ;c ,c ' ;x,y) 
Y ( a M b ^ , , 
J. 
c + iA , 1 ; 4F3 c' + £A , 1; 
(8.27) 
a,b,-n,n + l; "a,b'-k,k + l; 
c , i . 1 ; 4F3 
<-0 ^Kc), (C), IvH 
(8.28) 
where <|)g (a+^;b+Ab'+^;c+Ac'+^;x,y) 
n k (a + + + ^.(-n + (n +1 + ^U-k + +1 + 
r! s! (c + (c' + e\ (i + 4 (1 + (i + 4 (1 + ix 
B S ( a , a ' ; b , b ' ; c ; x . y ) = 2 (-1)^ (a), (aO, (b), ( h \ (-n), (n +1), (-k), (k +1), 
<.0 
(8.29) 
.4F2{a + £,h + i-n + £,n + e + \;c + 2£,\ + £,l + £;x) 
.4 F3 (a' + £,W + £-k + £,k + £ + l-,c + 2£,^^£,l + £\ y) 
4F3(a,b-n,n +1; 1; x) F,(a', b', -k,k + l; c,j, 1; y) 
(8.30) 
/=0 
. ,F^(a + £,b' + £-k + £,k + £ + l;c + 2£,j +£,! + £; y) (8.31) 
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a; b,b'; c; x,y) 
(-l)-(a).(b).(bO.(-n) (n.l) (-k).(k.l). ^^  ej') (8.34) Ba(a ;b ,b ' ;c ;x ,y) 
- f (-l/(a)»(b),(bO,(-n),(n + l),(-k),(k + l), , , + + ^  + + c + ltx v) 
t-o 
(8.35) 
B^>(a; b,b'; c ,c;x,y) 
(8.36) 
Ba(a ,b ;c .c ' ;x ,y ) 
(a),,(b),(-n),(n-f 1) (-k) p-f 1), ^^  + + (8.37) 
<=0 ^Kc), ( c ' ) / ( l ) j 
Bi^>(a;b,b; c, c';x,y) 
^ f (-l)-(a),(b),(-n),(n + l).(-k).(k^l), ^^  (8.38) 
CHAPTER - III 
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CHAPTER - III 
A NOTE ON A THREE VARIABLES ANALOGUE OF 
BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT : The present chapter deals with a study of a three variables analogue 
of Bessel polynomials. Certain representations, a Schlafli's contour integral, a 
fractional integral, Laplace transformations, some generating functions and double 
and triple generating functions have been obtained 
1. INTRODUCTION : In 1949 Krall and Frink [136] initiated a study of 
simple Bessel polynomial 
1 X Y„ (x)= 
and generalized Bessel polynomial 
(1.1) 
Y„(a,b,x)= 1 X 
b 
(1.2) 
These polynomials were introduced by them in connection with the solution of 
the wave equation in spherical coordinates. They are the polynomial solutions of the 
differential equation. 
x^ y" (x) + (ax + b) y' (x) = n (n + a - 1) y (x) (1.3) 
where n is a positive integer and a and b are arbitrary parameters. These polynomials 
are orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to the weight function 
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1 °° p(x,a) = — X r(a) 
27ii^ o r(a + n-l) X. 
(1.4) 
Several authors including Agarwal [2], Al-Salam [5], Brafinan [17], Burchnall 
[22], Carlitz [27], Chatteijea [36], Dickinson [38], Eweida [48], Grosswald [57], 
Rainville [154] and Toscano [178] have contributed to the study of the Bessel 
polynomials. 
Recently in the year 2000, Khan and Ahmad [116] studied two variables 
analogue (x, y) of the Bessel polynomials (x) defined by 
- n , a + n + l ; - ; — 
2 
(1.5) 
The aim of the present chapter is to introduce a three variables analogue 
Y^ o-P r) (x,y,z;a,b,c) of (1.2) and to obtain certain results involving the three variables 
Bessel polynomial (X, y,z;a,b,c). 
2. THE POLYNOMIALS (x,y,z;a,b,c): The Bessel polynomial of 
three variables Y^ "-^ -^ ^ (x,y,z;a,b,c) is defined as follows : 
Y<"-P-^>(x.y,z;a,b.c) 
( - n L . j ( a + n + l)j(P + n + l).(Y + n + lX n n - r n - r - s 
= E S Z 
r=0 s=0 j -0 
/ \ 
X 
J / \ y s / X z 
. a ; I b ; 
(2.1) 
r! s! j! 
For z = 0, a = b = 2, (2.1) reduces to the two variables analogue Y^ "'^ ^ (x, y) of Bessel 
polynomials (1.5) as given below : 
Y ^ ( X , y,0; 2,2, c) = Yf ^^  (x, y) (2.2) 
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Similarly 











/ \s / 
X 




Also, for y = z = 0, a = 2, (2.1) reduces to the Bessel polynomials Yf ^ (x) as given 
below: 
(2.9) 
where (x) is defined by (1.5). 
Similarly 
Y^P-^'(0,y,0;a,2.c)= Yf (y) 







= (y) (2.13) 
(2.14) 
3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS : It is easy to show that the 
polynomial (X, y ,Z;A ,b ,C) has the following integral representations : 
r(a + n + l)r(p + n + l)r(y + n + l) 
00 00 00 
J J j 
0 0 0 
, xu yv zw 
1 + — + —+ — 
I, a b c J 
^ _ u - v - w dudvdw = (x,y,z;a,b.c) 
For z = 0, a = b = 2, (3.1) reduces to 
(3.1) 
J 00 00 
r(a + n + l)r(p + n + l) / 
a+n yp+n , xu yv 
1 + — + ^ { 2 2J 
. - u - v dudv 
= Yr>(x,y) • (3.2) 
a result due to Khan and Ahmad [116]. 
For y = z = 0, a replaced by a - 2 and a replaced by b, (3.1) becomes 
b 
e-'dt (3.3) 
a result due to Agarwal [2]. 
00 00 00 
x« (r-x)"-' yP(s-y)"-^ z^(t-z)"-' (x.y,z;a,b,c)dxdydz 
0 0 0 
r - t--{r(n)F 3 , , b X (3.4) 
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00 00 00 
J J J U8-i(1 _ ^n-i (1 _ yf-i (i _ (XU, yv zw; a,b, c)du dv dw 
0 0 0 
r(5+x)r(ri+^)r(4+v) 
-n : : - ; - ; - :a4 -n + l,6;p + n + l,Ti;y + n + l,4;_ jc _ y _z 
- : : - ; - ; - : 5 + ; ri + ^ i ; 4 + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.5) 
where F^ ^^  [ ] is in the form of a general triple hypergeometric series [X, y, z] (cf. 
Srivastava [172], p. 428). 
I l l 
J j u^-' (l - u)^-' v'l-' (l - v f w ^ - ' (l - w)""' (x(l - u), yv zw; a, b, c)du dv dw 
0 0 0 
r(8+x)r(Ti+^)r(^+v) 
- n : : - ; - ; - : a + n + l,^;p + n + l,Ti;y + n + l , 4 ; _ £ _ y _ z 
- : : - ; - ; - : 5 + X ; r| + |a ; ^ + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.6) 
1 1 1 
I J J u®-' (l - u)^-' v'l-i (l - v)^ -^^  w^-' (l - w)^-' (XU. y(l - v), zw; a, b, c)du dv dw 
0 0 0 
r(5)r(;.MTi)r(^)r(4)r(v)r(3) 
r(6+x)r(Ti+^)r(4+v) 
- n : : - ; - ; - : a + n + l,5;P + n + l,fi;y + n + l ,4;_x _y _z 
- : : - ; - ; - : S + X ; + ^  J 4 + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.7) 
1 1 1 
J J J u^-^ (1 - u)^-^ (l - v)^ -^' (l - w)^-' (xu, yv, z(l - w); a, b, c)du dv dw 
0 0 0 
r(s)r(x)r(ii)r(M.)r(4)r(v)^(3) 
r(5+x)r(Ti+H)r(^+v) 
- n : : - ; - ; - : a + n+l,6;P + n + l,r|;y + n + l,v;_3c _y _z 
- : : - ; - ; - : 8 + X ; ti + h ; ^ + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.8) 
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I 1 1 
J I I u^-' (1 - u)^-' v'l-'(l - v) '^-' w^-'(1 - w)^-' (x(l - u), y(l - v), zw; a, b, c)du dv( 
0 0 0 
_r(5)r(x:r(Ti)r(^)rfe)r(v)r(3) 
r(5+x)r(Ti+ti)r(4+v) 
- n : : - ; - ; - : a + n + l,X,;p + n + l,^;Y + n + l,^;_x _y _z 
- : : - ; - ; - : 6 + X ; r] + \i ; ^ + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.9) 
1 1 1 
' f f u^Hl - (1 - v)^ -^^  w^-' (l - w)"-' (X(1 - u), yv, z(l - w); a,b, c)du dv< J J 
0 0 0 
_r(s)r(x:r(Ti)r(^)rfe)r(v)r(3) 
r(5+>.)r(ii+n)r(§+v) 
- n : : - ; - ; - : a + n + l,X;P + n + l,ri;Y + n + l , v ; _ x _ y _ z 
- : : - ; - ; - : 5 + X ; ri + ^ i ; 4 + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.10) 
1 1 1 
J J J u'^ -'Cl-u)^"' v^-'Cl-vy-' Y^P-^)(xu,y(l-v),z(l-w);a,b,c)dudvdw 
r(8+x)r(Ti+M)rfe+v) 
- n : : - ; - ; - : a + n + l,5;P + n+l,)a;Y + n + l ,v ;_£ _y z 
- : : - ; - ; - : 5 + >. ; r\ + [i ; ^ + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.11) 
1 1 1 
J u'-' (l - u)^ "' v"-' (l - vf'' w^-' (l - (X(1 - u), y(l - v), z(l - w); a, b, c)du dv d^  
r(s)rWTi)r&i)rfe)r(v)F(3) - n : : - ; - ; - : a + n + l,>.;P + n + l,H;Y + n + l ,v ;_£ _y z 
- : : - ; - ; - : 5 + X ; ^ + ; ^ + v ; a ' b ' c 
(3.12) 
1 1 1 
J J J v^-'Cl-v)"' w^- '( l-wr ' Y^ P-^ ^ (xvw,yuw,zuv;a,b,c)dudvdw 
r(s)r(x)r(;i)r(^)rfe)r(v)F(3) 
r(6+x,)r(Ti+n)r(^+v) 
- n : : 5 ; r i ; ^ :a + n + l;p + n + l;Y + n + l; x _ y _ z 
- : : 5 + X + ^  + v : - ; - ; - ; a ' b ' c 
(3.13) 
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00 00 00 
J -u)'-'v-i-'(l -yf-'w^-'(l - w ) ^ - ' - w ) , y w ( l - u ) , z u ( l - v);a.b,c)dudvd^ 
0 0 0 
_ r(s)r(x)r(nr(M)rfe)r(v) 
r(5+x)r(Ti+^)rfe+v) 
F(3) - n : : - ; - ; - : a + n + l,5,n;P + n + l,X,^;Y + n + l,Ti,v;_x y _z 
5 + X ; + ^  ; 4 + v : - ; - ; a ' b ' c 
(3.14) 
PARTICULAR CASES: 
Some interesting particular cases of the above results are as follows : 
(i) Taking6 = a + 1, ti = p + 1, ^ = 1, X = ^ = v = nin(3.5), we obtain 
1 1 I 
J J J" u"(l -u)"-' yP(l ~ v)""' w^ (l - w)"-' (xu, yv zw; a, b, c)du dv dw 
0 0 0 
{r(n) (3.15) 
which is equivalent to (3.4) 
(ii) Taking 5 = 'n = 4 = n + l,X = a, | i =p , v = y i n (3.5), we get 
J J J u " ( l - u r ' v"(l-vy-' w " ( l - w r (xu,yvzw)dudvdw 
0 0 0 
/n+l 
(iii) Replacing 5 b y a + n + l - 5 , r i b y p + n + l - T i , ^ b y y + n + 1 - ^ , and 
putting A, = 5, = T] and v = ^ in (3.5), we get 
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00 00 00 
u"-'^" (l - u)®"' (l - v)"-' w ( l - w)^-' YJ^ -P-I') (XU, yv zw; a, b, c)du dv dw 
_ r(a-8+n+i)r(s)r(p-n+n+i)r(Ti)r(Y-^+n+i)rfe) / ^ u 
r(a + n + l)r(p + n + l)r(y + n + l) " v ; 
(3.17) 
Similar particular cases hold for (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12). 
(iv) For z = 0, a = b = 2, results (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.9) become 
• X" ( r -x ) - ' y ' ' ( s - y r Yl"") (x.y)dxdy 
s^- t^- {r(n)F ( X (3.18) 
1 1 
r(s)r(x)rfa)r(^) - n : a + n + 1,5; p + n + l,T|; x y 
-: 5 + X ; r] + \x ; 2 ' 2 
(3.19) 
1 1 
r(5)r(x)r(Ti)r&i) - n : a + n + 1,? ;^ p + n + l,Ti; x y 
- : 8 + X ; \] + \i ; 2 ' 2 
(3.20) 
1 1 
J u®-'(l -u)^-' v"-'(l - y f - ' Yi"") (x(l -u), y(l -v))du dv 
r(8)r(x)r(Ti)r(^) ,.2:2 - n : a + n + l,A,; p + n + l,fA; x y 
8 + X ; ri + n ; 2 ' 2 
(3.21) 
Results (3.18), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) are due to Khan and Ahmad [11]. 
Also, using the integral (see Erdelyi et al. [8}, vol. I, p. 14), 
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(0+) 
2 i sin 7t z r(z) = - f (-1)^ "^  e"^  dt (3.22) 
and the fact that 
n n-r n 
( l - x - y - z ) " = 2 I I 
r=o s=o j=o r ! s ! j ! 
(3.23) 
we can easily derive the following integral representations for (X, y, Z ; a, b, C) 
(0+)(0+)(0+) 
- J I j ( - u r " ( - v r " ( - w r " e - " -
0 0 0 
, xu yv zw 
1 + — + — + — 
l a b c . 
du dv dw 
= 8 i (-1)" sin Tta sin Tip sin 7ty r(a + n + l)r(p + n + l)r(Y + n +1) (x, y, z; a, b, c) 
(3.24) 
(-1)°"^ ^ sm7casin7ipsin7rYr(l + a + n)r(l + p-i-n)r(l + Y + n) 
.3 71 
] ] ] v-P-"-^ w-v—' e - — 
J J J 11 V « / 
0 0 0 
U V W 
du dv dw 
= ( l - x - y - z ) " (3.25) 
4. SCHLAFLI'S CONTOUR INTEGRAL ; It is easy to show that 
a+n ,,P+n „ , y + n u+v+w 
V W 6 
J _ xu yv zw du dv dw 
(0+)(0+)(0+) 
\ i h 
i i i V a b c ; 
= 8 i (-1)" sin Tia sin Tip sin Try r(l + a + n)r(l + p + n)r(l + y + n) (x, y, z; a, b, c) (4.1) 
Proof of (4.1) : We have 
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1 (0+)(0+)(0+) 
t f f f u"-^ " yP "^ gU+v+w 
(271 i)^  ^ J J —0  —0  —0  
/ \ n 
a b c 
d u d v d w 
n n - r n - r - s 
=ZZ I (-n), t + S + J 
/ \ x J / \ y s / \ z 
. a . UJ its st5 jto rlslj! U j 
(0+)(0+)(0+) 
(27ti)3 J J J 
- 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 
n n - r n - r - s _ y y y vay ypy 
i l i h h r ! s ! j ! r ( - a - n - j ) r ( - p - n - s ) r ( - y - n - r ) 
/ \ x J / \ s / \ Z 
. a . l b ; 
r=0 s=0 j=0 
using Hankel's formula (see A. Eerdelyi et al. [8], 1.6 (2)). 
1 1 
f e ' r dt 
r(z) 27 r i i 
Finally (4.1) follows from (2.1) after using the result 
r(z)r(l-z) = 71 cosecTiz 
for z = 0, a = b = 2, (4.1) reduces to 
(0+)(0+) 
J a^+n p^+n gU+v+w d u d v a h ) 
= - 4 sin 7ia sin Tip r(l + a + n)r(l + p + n) ^^  (x, y) 




5. FRACTIONAL INTEGRALS : Let L denote the linear space of (equivalent 
classes of) complex - valued fiinctions f(x) which are Lebesgue - integrable on [0, a], 
a < 00. For f(x) eL and complex number |i with R1 |j, > 0, the Riemann - Liouville 
fractional integral of order is defined as (see Prabhakar [147], p. 72) 
122 
r f ( x ) = ^ j (x - tf- ' f(t) dt for almost all x 8 [0, a] (5.1) 
Using the operator Prabhakar [149] obtained the following result for 
R1 H > O a n d R l a > - l . 
F x" 
where Z° (x; k) is Konhauser's biorthozonal polynomial. 
Khan and Ahmad [116] defined a two variable analogue of (5.1) by means of 
the following relation: 
/ ' f(u,v)dudv (5.3) 
and obtained the following resuh : 
X _ x"-" yP^" r(a - + n + l)r(p - ^ + n +1) ( ) 
1 [X y r(a + n + l)r(p + n + l) 
(5.4) 
In an attempt to obtained a result analogous to (5.4) for the polynomial 
P y, Z ; a, b, C) we first seek a three variable analogue of (5 .1) . 
A three variable analogue of may be defined as 
J / (x-u)^-'(y-vr(z-w)''-f(u.v,w)dudvdw 
(7.14) 
Putting f(x, y. z) = x"*""'' y^ "^"^  (x, y, z; a, b, c) in (5.5), we obtain 
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^ [^a.n-X ^r+n-n y^a-P-r) (x, y, z; a, b, c) 
^ g . - ^ n n r (a - X + n + l)r(p - ^ + H + l)r(Y - T] + n +1) ( ^ N 
r(a+n + l)r(p + n + l)r(y+n + l) " \ > J 
(5.6) 
6. LAPLACE TRANSFORM : In the usual notation the Laplace transform is 
given by 
CO 
L {f (t): s} = J e"^ ' f (t) dt, R1 (s - a) > 0 (6.1) 
where f 8 L (0, R) for every R > 0 and f(t) = 0(e®'), t oo. 
Khan and Ahmad [116] introduced a two variable analogue of (6.1) by means 
of the relation: 
L{f(u,v):s,.s2}= I J f(u,v)dudv (6.2) 
and established the following results : 
u i-n-l v-P-"-' v("'P) 
l u s / v s j i 
sinTca sin7ipr(a + n + l)r(p + n + l) (1-x-y)" (6.3) 
and 
^a+n ^P+n ^ I XUSi y^ 
2 2 J 
:si,$2 
r(a + n-H)r(p + n + l) , , 
~ «4.n4.1 IUn+1 n^ „a+n+l „P+n l Si Sj 
(7.3) 
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In an attempt to obtain results analogous to (6.3) and (6.4) for 
(jj^  y^  2; a, b, c) we define a three variable analogue of (6.1) as follows 
L{f(u,v,w):s„82,83}= J J (6.5) 
Now, we have 
j j - a - n - I ^ - P - n - 1 ^ " T - n - l y ^ ^ ' P ' T ) ax by cz , 
VS2 W S j 
• S , j S j j S j 
(-1)""' 71^  8°"" 8^" 
sin 7ta sin Tip sin Try r(a + n +1) r(j3 + n +1) r(Y + n +1) (1-x-y)" (6.6) 
Similarly, we obtain 
^ o + n ^ P + n ^ Y + n ^ I XUS, ^ yVS^  ^ ZWS3 
a b c 
:s,, 82,83 
r(a + n + l)r(p-hn + l)r(Y + n +1) . „ . c^  
a+n+l _B+n+l _y+n+I • n^ V*'Z, a, D, C; 1 P n+1 _Y+n+I (6.7) 
7. GENERATING FUNCTIONS : It is easy to derive the following generating 
functions for (x, y, z; a, b, c) : 
n=0 
/ \ -0-1 / Xt 
1 - — 
. a ; I b j 




2yt 1 - P - l 2zt TY-l 2t 
1 -
4xt 
a > 1 + f 4xt 
1 - -






















































Zi l y, z; a, b, c) 
« n' ° n»0 
_gl+Xt 
It / iN" ' Xt 
1 + — 
. a ; 
> -P-i 
1 ayt 
| ^ ' b (a + xt)| f c(a + xt) 
azt ,-y-i (7.5) 
V L (X, y, z; a, b, c) 
ti' ° n-O 
bt ^ - a - l 
1 1 
(b + yt)} f c(b + yt) 
bzt - Y - l (7.6) 
Y (X, y, z; a, b, c) 
n! 
_ g C + Z t 
. "J 
\y cxt I - a - l 
^ a(c + zt)l f b(c + zt)J 
cyt 




I : ( - xf (X, y, z; a, b, c ) = Y ^ " ' ( x . y, z; a, b (l + X), c) (7.9) 
1 + A. k=0 
t (_ xf y( l^-'P'^) (x. y. z; a, b, c ) = ^ Y^-'P'^) (x, y, z; a (l + X), b, c) (7.10) 
k=0 
Using (3.1), we can also derive the following results 
k-0 
r(a+n + l)r(p+n + l) 
k-O 
30 00 1 eo 
' ^ a + n ^ P + n r xu^yv^zw^ 
n 
g - U -V - w 
0 0 « 0 ^ a b c ; 
(7.11) 
^ CO 00 00 
"r(a + n + l)r(y + n + l ) / / / " 
a+n^ T+n , xu yv zw 1 + + + , 




J 00 00 00 
"r(p+n+l)r(y+n + l ) J / / " 
, xu yv zw 
a b c J 
(7.13) 
k=0 
r(a + n + l)r(p+n + l) 
00 00 00 
JH" a+DyP+n 
, XU yv zw 





r(a + n + l)r(y + n + l) J . Q u „ ^ a b c J cosXvdudvdw 
(7.15) 
k - 0 
J 00 00 CO 
P+n^T+n 
^ a b c J 
g-u-v w pQg^^  dudvdw 
(7.16) 
k-O 
r(a + n + l)r(j3+n + l) 
go 00 




J 00 00 00 
r(a + n + l)r(y+n + l ) / / / " 
, xu yv zw 1 + — + — + — 
a b c J e-"-^-" sinXvdudvdw 
(7.18) 
k=0 
r(p+n+l)r(y + n + l) 
0 0 0 V a b c 
e " sinXu dudvdw 
(7.19) 
8. DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS : The following double generating 
functions for (x, y, z; a, b, c) can easily be derived by using (3.1) 
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Z Z ( - ^ T ( - (X, y, z; a, b, c) 
ni=0 k-O 
(8.1) 
E E ( - ^ T I - Y ; - - " "-") ( X . y. z; a, b. c) 
i n = 0 k - O 
(8.2) 
2 2 
i n = 0 k - O 
2 2 i - ^ T Y{n.-n.k-n.r) (x, y, z; a, b, c) 
m - 0 k - O 
(8.3) 
, 00 00 oo 
r(7+n+l) a b c j 
-U-V-W T e Ji { 2 4 ^ ) 3 d u d v d w 
(8.4) 
y y (-x.)" (-n) ' yln-n-P."-) (x, y, z;a,b, c) 
ki:o m! k! 
1 - r" J • 
r(p+n+l) 0 0 0 a b c 
g-„-v-w dudvdw 
(8.5) 
y y (- (- Y j " ( x , y, z; a. b, c) 
^ m! k! 
m - O k - O 
r(a + n + l) 
CO OQ 
0 0 0 
I, a b c j Jo(2V^)jo(2Vi^) dudvdw 
(8.6) 
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2 2 ( - i r " 
msO k-0 
r(Y + n + l) J 
3 00 
f l w 
r+n , xu yv zw 
, 1 + — — , 
^ a h c J 
e"" cos Xu cos nv du dv dw 
(8.7) 
2 E ( " i r " 
msO k«0 
^ 00 00 00   / \ D 
y+n I , XU yv ZW 
V a b c J 
COS ^ u COS ^ v dudvdw 
(8.8) 
m»0 k-0 
00 00 00 
r(a+n + l) 
u 
0 0 0 
, xu yv zw 
I, a b c J 
g-u v-w cQg^y cos^w dudvdw 
(8.9) 
t S ( " i r " m-0 k»0 
^ 00 00 
/ r(Y + n + l) 
w Y+n , XU yv zw 
a b c J 
g-u-v-w sin^ucos|j,v dudvdw 
(8.10) 
m»0 k«0 
00 00 00 
r(p + n + l) 
, xu yv zw 
, 1 + — + — + — , 
I, a b c J 
e " " * sinX,ucosnw dudvdw 
(8.11) 
m-O k-0 
r(a + n + l) 
00 
J u - , xu yv zw , 1+— + ^  + — , 
I, a b c J 
e " " sin Xv cos ^ w du dv dw 
(8.12) 
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m-O k - 0 
f <B m m 
b r / / / r(y+n + l) w 
r+B , xu yv zw 1 + — + — + — 
I, a b c ) 
g-U -V -W g j j^ j j y ^^ 
(8.13) 
m-O k - 0 
1 
r(p+n + l) J V a b c J 
(8.14) 
m»0 kmO 
Y GO 00 00 
•n+l) j / ; 
C  00 <0 / 
r(a+n l
u" 
0 9 0 ^ 
, xu yv zw 1 + — — a b c J 
e'""*"* cos^vsin^iw dudvdw 
(8.15) 
msO k-0 
1 00 00 oo f f 
r(y+n+l) i i 
w T+n , XU yv ZW 1+— + ^  + — 
I, a b c ) 
e'" " * sinXusinnv dudvdw 
(8.16) 
m-O k - 0 
. 00 flO 00 
b r / / / 
P+n 
r(p+n + l) 
, XU yv zw 
1 + — + — + — 
I, a b c ) 
e"" " " sinX,usin)j,w dudvdw 
(8.17) 
2 J (-l)"^" 
m-O k - 0 
00 00 oo 
r(a+n + l) I J u -
, a+n 
0 0 0 ^ 
, XU yv ZW 
1 + — — a b c ) 
g - u - v - w gj j^ ^ ^ g j j^ j j y j y ^^ 
(7.14) 
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9. TRIPLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS : The following triple generating 
functions can easily be obtained by using (3.1): 
CO CO CO 
m=0 k-0 j-0 
1 Y ( - n , - n . - n ) y^ z ; E ( l + X ) , b ( l + p ) , C ( l + T l ) ) ( 9 . 1 ) 
m-0 k-0 j-0 m! K! J! 
40 OO 00 / \ D 
{ A h c j 
g - U - V - W J dudvdw (9.2) 
CO QO QO 
^ ^ ^ y ( 2 'n-n,2k-n,2j-n) 
m>0 k-0 j-0 
(x,y,z;a,b,c) 
40 CO CO ^ \ 
- I I I [ a b c J e"" cosXu cos^v cosTiw dudvdw (9.3) 
« OB 00 
m-0 k-0 j -0 
CO 00 CO / 
I, a b c j 
e " " * sin^u sin|iv sintiw dudvdw (9.4) 
« CO 00 
m-O k-0 j -0 
= 1 
00 00 CO / 
a b c J 
e"" " " sinXu sinjiv COST|W dudvdw 
m-0 k-0 j-0 
QO CO 00 , xu yv zw 1 + — — I, a b c ; 
e " cosX,u cos i^v sinT|w dudvdw 
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10. BESSEL POLYNOMIALS OF m-VARL\BLES : The Bessel polynomials 
of m-variables yJS"""^'""-"n,) (xj ,X2 , ,Xn,;ai,a2, ,an,) can be defined as 
follows: 
r ( a , , O j , — , o „ ) (xj .Xj, ;a, ,32, 
111 
Z t t - — lE n 




All the results of this chapter can be extended for this m-variable Bessel 
polynomials. The only hinderance in their study is the representation of results in 
hypergeometric functions of m-variables. 
CHAPTER - IV 
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CHAPTER - IV 
A STUDY OF THREE VARIABLE ANALOGUES OF 
CERTAIN FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
ABSTRACT : This chapter deals with a three variable analogues of certain 
fractional intgral operators introduced by M. Saigo. Besides giving three 
variable analogues of earlier known fractional integral operators of one variable 
as special cases of newly defined operators, the chapter establishes certain 
results in the form of theorems including integration by parts. 
1. INTRODUCTION : The fractional calculus has been investigated by 
many mathematicians [156]. In their works the Riemann - Liouvulle 
operator (R - L) defined by 
Ro.xf = | ; ^ J ( x - t ) " f ( t ) d t (1.1) 
was the most central, while Erdelyi and Kober defined their operator (E - K) in 
connection with the Hankel transform [9] as 
i r ^ f = f ^ j [ ( x - t r t ' ' f ( t ) d t (1.2) 
Weyl and another Erdelyi - Kober fractional operators are defined as 
follows : 
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w 2 « f = ^ ] ( t - x r f ( t ) d t (1.3) 
and 
K j S f = t-'^-" f(t)dt (1.4) 
respectively. 
In 1978, M. Saigo [159] defined a certain integral operator involving the 
Gauss hypergeometric function as follows : 
Let a > P and r| be real numbers. The fractional integral operator I"*'^ *'^ , 
which acts on certain functions f(x) on the interval (o, QO) is defined by 




( x - t ) " " ' F a + p , - t i ; a ; l - - f ( t ) d t 
x ; 
(1.5) 
where T is the gamma function, F denotes the Gauss hypergeometric series 
(a)„ (b)„ ,n 
n=o n ! ( c ) „ 
z , (1.6) 
and its anal)^ic continuation into I arg (l - z) I < ti, and (a)^ = ^ 
r(a) 
Such an integral was first treated by Love [137] as an integral equation. 
However, if one regards the integral as an operator with a slight change, it will 
contain as special cases both R - L and E - K owing to reduction formulas for 
the Gauss function by restricting the parameters. The more interesting fact is 
that for this operator two kinds of product rules may be made up by virtue of 
Erdelyi's formulas [41], which were first proved by using the method of 
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fractional integration by parts in the R - L sense. From the rules, of course, the 
ones for R - L and E - K are deduced. Moreover this operator is representable 
by products of R - L's, from which it is possible to obtain the integrability and 
estimations of Hard?'- Littlewood type [59]. Saigo [159] also defined an 
integral operator on the interval (x, QO) as an extension of operators of Weyl and 
another Erdelyi - Kober operators as follows : 
Under the same assumptions in defining (1.5), the integral opertor 
is defined by 
Jx'^'^ f = ( t - x ^ F f a + p , - T i ; a ; l - ^ l f ( t ) d t (1.7) 
Later on in 1988, Saigo and Raina [161] obtained the generalized 
fractional integrals and derivatives introduced by Saigo [159], [160] of the 
system Sq (x), where the general system of polynomials 
r • r=0 
were defined by Srivastava [171], where q > 0 and n > 0 are integers, and An, r 
are arbitrary sequence of real or complex numbers. 
2. THREE VARIABLE ANALOGUES OF OPERATORS (1.5) AND 
(1.7) : We define the three variable analogues of Saigo's operators (1.5) and 
(1.7) as follows: 
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I. Let c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0, a, b, b', b" be real numbers. A three variable 
analogue of fractional integral operator IJ'J*'^  due to M. Saigo is defined as 
J j ( x - u r ( y - v r ( z - w r 
w)dwdvdu (2.1) ?(3) 
c.c'.c"; 
where F^ ^^  is a Lauricella function of three variables defined by 
7(3) a,b,b',b'';x,y,z" 
c ,c ' ,c ' ; 
00 00 00 
= Z Z Z x" y ' z ' 
n=0 r=0 s=0 n! r ! s ! ( c ) „ ( c ' ) , ( c ' ) s 
| x | + | y | + | z | < | . 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) For a = b = b' = b" = 0, c = a, c' = p, c" = y, (2.1) reduces to 
1^0,x:0,y;0,z l«-0,x;0,y;0,2 ^ 
- TOFw / ] ] ( ' ' - u r ( y - v r { z - w r f (u ,v ,w)dwdvdu 
(2.2) 
Here (2.2) may be taken as a three variable analogue of Riemann -
Liouville fractional integral operator Rq^ ^ . 
(ii) For a = c = a, b = - Ti, b' = b" = 0, c' = p, c" = y, (2.1) becomes 
(x-u)"" ' ( y - v y " ' ( z - w y " ' u'l f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
X - a - 1 y - a z - a x y^  z 
r(a)r(p)r(y) 0 0 0 
(7.3) 
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(iii) For a = c = a, b = b" = 0, h' = -n,c' = p, c" = y, (2.1) gives 
= r 7 C r ^ r M 1 1 1 ( x - u r ( y - v r ( z - w r V^f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
r(a)r(p)r(y) ^ J 
(2A) 
(iv) For a = c = a, b = b' = 0, b" = -t], c' = p, c" = y, (2.1) yields 
ja.O.O.-Ti; a . p . y f v y ' i - zp^ '^P'^ -'l f ^ X Y z " ) 
, - a ^ - a _ - a - n x y z 
r(a)r(p)r(y) J ^ J 
(2.5) 
Here (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) may be regarded as three variable analogue of 
Erdelyi Kober fractional integral operator. 
Under the same conditions of (2.1), a three variable analogues of J"; a.P.Y 00 
is as defined below : 
ja.b.b'.b';c,c'.c' f / \ 1 ( u - x r ( v - y r H w - z ) 
X y z 
c.c ' ,c ' ; 
u ^ V ^ w ^ f (u, V , w)dw dv du 
(7.14) 
SPECIAL CASES : 
(i) For a = b = b' - b" = 0, c = a, c' = P, c" = y, (2.6) reduces to 
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1 « f y» z) - 1L"'® Jy,00; 2,CO f (x, Y, z) 
= r M F T O I ! I ( • ' - ' ^ r ' i ^ - y n - ^ r f(«,v,w)dwdvdu 
(2.7) 
We may consider (2.7) as a three variable analogue of Weyl fractional 
integral operator L" <„. 
(ii) For a = c = a, b = -Ti, b' = b" = 0, c' = p, c" = y, (2.6) reduces to 
ja.-n,0.0;a,p,y f Cx v z") = f Cx V z") 
n 00 00 00 
X y z 
(2.8) 
(iii) For a = c = a, b = b" = 0, b' = -TI, C' = p, c" = Y, (2.6) becomes 
Ta,0,-Ti,0;a,p,y f / ^ r l - yK '^P'^ '^ ^ f x^ V z) 
l ' ' x , o o ; y , f l o : z , o o A ~ l ' ^ x , o o ; y , o o ; z.oo ^ y^A, y , z , ; 
yn 
r(a)r(p)r(y) 
X y z 
(2.9) 
(iv) For a = c = a, b = b' = 0, b" = -r], c' = P, c" = y, (2.6) gives 
l J x , o o ; y , o o ; z , o o I Y ' Z ; - l ^ x . o o ; y .oo; z,oo I V^J >> Z ; 
•n 00 00 00 
Z ' 
r(a)r(p)r(Y) 
J (u-x)"-' (v-y)P-Hw-zr' u-« f (u,v.w)dwdvdu 
X y z 
(2.10) 
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We may consider (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) as three variable analogues of 
Erdelyi - Kobiafractional integral operator K^'^ . 
II. Let c > 0, a, a', a", b, b', b" be real numbers. Then a second three 
variable analogue of lo '^'^ is as follows : 
Ta.a'.a',b,b'.b';c f ^^  v 7 V X"^  y-a ' 2 -a ' X y z 
{r(o)r 
J J ( x - u r ( y - v r ( z - w r 






00 00 Y (a)„ (a'), (a'X (b)„ (bQ, „ , . 
^ ^ ^ n!r!s!(c)„ ^ n=0 r=0 s=0 /n+r+s 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) For a = a' = a" = 0, c = a, (2.11) reduces to 
T 0,0,0,b,b',b';a f v y'i - R" f Tx v 
= J I / ( x - u r ' ( y - v r ' ( z - w r ' f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
| r ( a j | 0 0 0 
(2.12) 
Here (2.12) may be regarded as a three variable analogue of Riemann 
Liouville fractional integral operator RQ,* • 
(ii) For a = c = a, a' = a" = 0, b = -ri, (2.11) becomes 
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T a . O . O , - i i , b ' , b ' ; a f f - ^ ' ^ y ) - x p c t . n f ^ Y V ^ ' i 
- a - n X y z 
/ / I n (y- - f 
0 0 0 
(2.13) 
(iii) For a = a" = 0, a' = c = a, b' = -r | , (2.11) gives 
_ y - a - n X y z 
{r(a)f 0 0 0 
(iv) For a = a' = 0, a" = c = a, b" = -TI, (2.11) becomes 
T0,0,a.b,b',-ii;a f / v - zp^-n f f y ^ 
2A0,x;0,y;0,z I y ' Z ; - 2^0 ,x ;0 ,y ;0 , z 
(2.14) 
- a - n x^  y z 
j I J ( x - u ) " ' ' ( y - v ) " - ^ ( z - w ) ° - V M ( u , v , w ) d w d v d u 
{ r ( a F 0 0 0 
(2.15) 
Here (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) may be thought of as the second three 
variable analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator Eq'^ . 
Under the same conditions of (2.11), a second three variable analogues 
of Jx,'« ^  is as defined below : 
Ta.a' ,a ' .b.b' .b';c f v 7 ' i -
:r(o)j 
( u - x r ' { v - y r ' ( w - z ) \ C - 1 
X y z 
c; 




(i) For a = a' = a" = 0, c = a, (2.16) reduces to 
J 0.0,0.b.b',b';a f V - T" f v 
= 7 = 7 ^ f ! J ( u - x r ' { v - y r ' ( w - z r ' f(u,v.w)dwdvdu 
U V ^ / J X y z 
(2.17) 
It can be considered as a three variable analogue of Weyl fractional 
integral operator L" o^ • 
(ii) For a' = a" = 0, a = c = a, b = -r\, (2.16) becomes 
ja,0,0,-ti,b',b';a f fx y z") = f C x v z l 
T) 00 00 00 
{r(a)) 
f I ( u - x ^ ' C v - y ^ ' C w - z f - ' u ^ - " f(u,v,w)dwdvdu 
X y z 
(2.18) 
(iii) For a = a" = 0, a' = c = a, b' = -ri, (2.16) gives 
T O , a . O , b , - t i , b ' ; a f C x v z ' ) = f ( x V z ) 
- J J J (u - x)"-^ (v - yf-^ (w - z)"-' v-"-^ f (u, V , w) dw dv du 
(2.19) 
{ r ( a F x y z 
(iv) For a = a' = 0, a" = c = a, b" = -ri, (2.16) yields 
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T 0 , 0 , a , b , b ' . - n : a f ( \ _ z ^ a , r ] f ( \ 
! - ' x , o o ; y , o o ; z , o o I Y . Z ^ " 2 ^ x , o o ; y , o o ; z , o o I y , Z ; 
T] 00 00 00 
{ r ( a F X y z 
I J j f(u,v,w)dwdvdu 
(2.20) 
Here (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) may be taken as the second three variable 
analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator . 
III. Let c> 0, c' > 0, c" > 0, a, b be real numbers. Then a third three variable 
analogue of Iq,'*"'^  is as defined below : 
c,c',c'; 
f (u, v,w)dwdvdu (2.21) 
Where 
fW a, b ;x,y,z 
00 00 00 
_ V V V V"/n+r+s ( b ) . 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
/n+r+s x" y-- z^ 
Under the same conditions of (2.21), a third three variable analogue of 
J"'^'^ is as given below : 
F^) ^ f (u, V, w)dwdvdu (2.22) 
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IV. Let c > 0, a, b, b', b" be real numbers. A fourth three variable analogue 
of fractional integral operator IJ'JJ*'^  due to M. Saigo is defined as: 
4 ^ , x ; 0 , y ; 0 , 2 ^ K ^ ^ V ^ ^ ) - {r(o)} J J J ( x - u r ' ( y - v r { z - w ) ' 0 0 0 
c ; 
f (u, v,w)dwdvdu (2.23) 
Where 
a, b ;x,y,z 
c,c',c' ; 
00 00 00 
= I I E 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
(a)n.r.s (b), 
r!s!s!(c)„(c'Uc')3 
n+r+s x" y"" z® 
SPECIAL CASES: 
(i) For a = b = b' = b" = 0, c = a, (2.23) reduces 
4 i j x;0, y;0,z f (*» z) = x;0. y;0,z ^ 
= 7 7 ^ J J J (x-ur^(y-vr'(z-wr^ f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
(2.24) 
Which is (2.12) i.e. a three variable analogue of Riemann - Liouville 
fractional integral operator R j ^ • 
(ii) For a = c = a, b = -r|, b' = b" = 0, (2.23) becomes 
f(x,y,z) 
j ^ - a - n y - a 2 - a x. y. z 
J (x-u)"- ' u^ f (u,v,w)dwdvdu (7.3) 
(2.25) 
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(iii) For a = c = a, b = b" = 0, b' = -ti, (2.23) gives 
f ( x . y , z ) = f (x ,y ,z ) 
{r(a)F 0 0 0 
(2.26) 
(iv) For a = c = a , b = b' = 0, b" = -ti, (2.23) yields 
4 ^ O.'x; o' 0, z f (X' y» z) = 3 E q q , y; O, z ^ XJ z) 
{r(a)F 
j j j ( x - u f - ' ( y - v ) " - ^ ( z - w ) " - ' w ' i f ( u , v , w ) d w d v d u 
0 0 0 
(2.27) 
Here (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27) may be considered as third three -
variable analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator Eq'^ . 
It may be remarked here that (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27) can also be 
obtained from (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) respectively by taking a = (3 = y. 
Under the same condition of (2.23), a fourth three - variable analogue of 
another fractional integral operator due to M. Saigo is defined as 
follows: 
.li^^k^ 1 ] ] ( " - r (v-yr'(w-z) 
{ric)) X y 2 
c; 




(i) For a = b = b' = b" = 0, c = a, (2.28) reduces to 
4"^ x'oo;y,'oo;z,oo ^ Ys z) = 2Lx,oo; y,oo;z,oo ^ (x, y, z) 
^TI tV I ( u - x r ( v - y r ( w - z r ' f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
X y z 
(2.29) 
Which is (2.17) i.e. a second three - variable analogue of Weyl 
fractional integral operator L" „ . It can also be obtained from (2.7) by taking 
a = P = y. 
(ii) For a = c = a, b = -r | , b' = b" = 0, (2.28) becomes 
ja,-11,0,0; a f^y v Z^  = fCx V 
J ] J (u-x)"- ' ( v - y r H w - z ) " - ' u-"-^ V-" f (u,v,w)dwdvdu 
00 00 00 
W X y z 
(2.30) 
(iii) For a = c = a, b = b" = 0, b' = -ti, (2.28) gives 
Ta,0,-Ti,0:a f / V z^ = fCx V z) 
] ] (u - x)"-' (v - y)"-^ (w - zf-^ U-" v""'^ W-" f (u, v, w) dw dv du 
y T | 0 0 CO CO 
:r(af i y z 
(2.31) 
(iv) For a = c = a , b = b' = 0, b" = -t], (2.28) yields 
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iJ^Sfy,®;^® f(x>y5z)- ^Kj^.y^j-zo) f (x,y,z) 
X] 00 00 00 
r ( c c F X y z 
I / / (u - (v - yf-' (w - z f - ' u-« V-" w-"-'! f (u, v, w) dw dv du 
(2.32) 
Here (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) may be considered as third three -
variable analogues of Erdelyi - Kober fractional integral operator K^'^ . 
Further (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) can also be obtained from (2.8), (2.9) and 
(2.10) respectively by taken a = p = y. 
3. SOME RESULTS : In this section certain theorems involving the 
above operators will be given : 
THEOREM 3.1 : For functions f (x, y, z), g (x, y, z), f f i i i ' > > 
U y z. 
and 
g ' i l T 
U ' y ' z J 
defined for 0 < x < oo, 0 < y < oo, 0 < z < oo and c > 0, c' > 0, 
c" > 0, we have 
00 00 00 
0 0 0 
j^a-c-l ya-c'-l ^a-c'-l f s > i^ x y zj 
00 00 00 
= J J J 
0 0 0 
a—c—1 a—c'—1 a—c'—1 X"^ I yu t ' z g H i 
X y ZJ 
f (x,y,z)dzdydx 
(3.1) 
provided that each triple integral exists. 




0 0 0 
^a-c-1 ya-c'-l ^a-c'-l f ' l i l ' 
[^xy'zj 
00 00 00 
= n j 
0 0 0 
^a-c-1 yH-c'-l g i l l 
( . x ' y ' z ; 
(3.2) 
provided each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 3 3 : For functions f (x, y, z), g (x, y, z), f 1 1 1 ' J > 
^.x y zj 
and 
g ' l i l ' > > U y ZJ 
defined forO<x<c», 0<y<oo , 0 < z < o o and c > 0, we have 
J J 
^a-c-l ya'-c-l ^a'-c-l f 
0 0 0 
' i l l ' 
^ x ' y ' z j 
00 00 00 
• j^ a-c-1 ya'-c-l ^a'-c-l g 
0 0 0 
r 
> > y zy 
(3.3) 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 3.4 : under the conditions stated in Theorem 3.3, we have 
00 00 00 
I J 
0 0 0 
j ^ a - c - 1 ya'-c-l ^a'-c-l f 
. x ' y ' z . 
2Jr^;y:x;z':S>'^'g(x,y,z)dzdydx 
00 00 00 
0 0 0 
^ a - c - 1 ya'-c-l ^a'-c-l g l i i ' 
^ x ' y ' z j 
2n; iy:«;z :«= ' f (x ,y ,z)dzdydx 
(3.4) 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
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THEOREM 3.5 : For functions f (x, y, z), g (x, y, z), f ' 1 1 1 ' ) > 
y z) 
and 
g ' i l l ' > > 
vx y z j 
defined for 0 < x < oo, 0 < y < c», 0 < z < oo and c > 0, c' > 0, 
c" > 0, we have 
00 00 00 1 
0 0 0 
00 00 00 
5 > U y z) 
= 1 
^ a - c - l y a - c ' - l ^ a - c ' - l g 
0 0 0 
' 1 1 > » 
i^ x y z ; 
(3.5) 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 3.6 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.5, we have 
00 00 00 
J J / 
0 0 0 
^ a - c - l y a - c ' - l ^ a - c M f 1 i > s y z j 
X 00 00 
= J / I X - - ' y-^'-' z-^'- ' g 
0 0 0 




provided that each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 3.7 : For functions f (x, y, z), g (x, y, z), f ' i l l ' J » i^ x y z) 
and 
g ' i l l ' > > U y z) 
defined forO<x<oo, 0<y<oo, 0 ^ z < o o and c > 0, we have 
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00 00 00 
/ J I ( x y z ) — f 
0 0 0 
00 00 00 
1 1 1 
^ x ' y ' z j 
= n J g 
0 0 0 
' l i l ' > > 
y ZJ 
(3.7) 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 3.8 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.7, we have 
00 oe > (X 







0 0 1 0 u y 
flO 00 00 
= J J J ( x y z r - g 
0 0 0 
' L i r 
{ x ' y ' z j 
(3.8) 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
From these theorems certain interesting corollaries follow readily for the 
operators (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), (2.12), (2.13), 
(2.14), (2.15), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), (2.24), (2.25), (2.26), (2.27), (2.29), 
(2.30), (2.31) and (2,32). 
We now give proof of theorem 3.7. Proofs of other theorems follow on 
similar lines. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.7 : We have 
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00 00 « 
1 J i ( x y z ) - - ' f f i 1 0 > J 
0 0 0 Ix y z j 
00 00 00 
= J J J ( x y z r - ' f 
x=0 y=0 z=0 
' i l l ' > 5 
U y z) 
4iS:x;avTo:Jg(x,y,z)dzdycix 
(xyz)"" U=xv=yw=z 
m y u=0 v=0 w=0 
J | ( x - u r ( y - v r ( z - w r 
c; 
g (u, V , w)dw dv du dz dy dx 
00 00 00 00 00 00 / \-c-l 
n f n u=0 v=0 w=0 x=u y=v z=w r v^ /J 
1 1 1 
l^x 'y ' z j ( x - u r ( y - v r ( z - w ) 
,C-1 
c; 
g (u, V, w)dz dy dx dw dv du 
00 00 oo 00 00 00 
] ] ( l E a C l f 
1=0 p=0 q=0 r=J s=p t=q 
1 1 1 (r_r l (s-p)c- l ( t_q)c- l 
7(3) 
c; 
. p qj 
g(r;s, t)dqdpd/dtdsdr 
\ (Using the property of definite integrals that J f(x)dx = J f(t)dy. We now make 
the substitution r = - , s = - , t = - , / = - , p = - , q = —. Then the above becomes 
x y z u V w 
00 00 00 
= J J / ( x y z r - ' g 
x=0 y=0 z=0 
1 1 1 > > 
y 
J / / ( x - u r ' ( y - v r ' ( ^ - w r ' 
uio v=0 w=0 
c; 
f (u, V, w)dw dv du dz dy dx 
QO 00 00 
/ J ( x y z ) — ' g 
x=0 y=0 z=0 
' i l l ' 5 > 
X y z 
4lo:x;o;yTo:zf(x.y,z)dzdydx 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3.7. Similarly, we can prove 
thermos 3.1 to 3.6 and 3.8. 
A general triple hypergeometric series F^ ^^  [x, y, z] [cf. Srivastava [172], 
p. 428] is defined as 
(3) (a)::(b);(b');(b'):(d);(d');(d'); 
L ( e ) : : ( g ) ; ( g ' ) ; ( g ' ' ) : ( h ) ; ( h ' ) ; ( h ' ) ; 
X, y, z 
QO 00 QO x*" y" zP 
= Z Z Z '^("^"'P^n.fnfr^f 
m=o n=o p=o m! n! p! 
where, for convenience 









D' . D' 
J=1 Jzl tL 
H' . H' 
. ' m + n + p A 
J=1 J=1 
'n+p-*-J. v-'j/p+m-t^ J'm-tAx j/n-i.x\ j/p 
j = l j = l j = l j = l j = l 
Further, we can prove the following theorems 
THEOREIVI 3.9 : If f (x, y, z) 
00 00 00 
= 1 1 1 ( ^ r w H t z r 
0 0 0 
7(3) (a)::(b);(b');(b''):(d);(d');(d'); 
_(e)::(g);(g');(g'):(h);(h');(hO; 
rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t)dtdsdr 
and V)/(x,y,z) = ^ y ' ^ ^ ^ c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0 and a, b, b', 
b" real numbers, then we have 
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GO 00 00 
v|;(x,y,z) = J J 
0 0 0 
T a . b , b ' . b ' ;c.c',c' k-\ n-1 v-1 p(3) 
1^0,x;0,y;0.z X y Z 
•(a)::(b);(b');(b'):(d);(d');(d'); 
.(e)::(g);(g');(gO:(h);(h');(h'); 
rx,sy,tz dt ds dr 
(3.9) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.10 : If f (x, y, z) 
00 00 00 
I f ( r c r ( s y r ' ( t ^ r 
0 0 0 
7(3) (a)::(b);(b');(b''):(d);(d');(d''); 
L ( e ) : : ( g ) ; ( g ' ) ; ( g ' ) : ( h ) ; ( h ' ) ; ( h ' ^ ; rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t)dtdsdr 
and v|/ (x, y, z) = f (x, y, z) for c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0 and a, b, b', 
b" real numbers, we have 
0 0 0 
Ta,b .b ' .b" ; c , c ' . c ' ^ u - 1 „ v - l p ( 3 ) 





provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.11 : If f (x, y, z) 
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00 00 00 
= J J / ( ^ r ' ( s y r ' ( t ^ r 
0 0 0 
f(3) •(a)::(b);(b');(b'):(d);(d');(d''); rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t)dtdsdr 
and v|/ (x, y, z) = sIJ^o'V^!^'' ' ' f (x, y, z) for c > 0, and a, a', a", b, b', b" real 
numbers, we have 
00 00 00 
0 0 0 
j a . a ' . a ' , b b ' .b ' ;c X-1 aH v-1 p(3) 





provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.12 : If f (x, y, z) 
CO 00 00 
= J JI (rxr(syr'(tzr 
0 0 0 
f(3) '(a)::(b);(b');(b''):(d);(dWl; 
L ( e ) : : ( g ) ; ( g ' ) ; ( g ' ' ) : ( h ) ; ( h ' ) ; ( h ' ^ ; 
rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t) dtdsdr 
and i|/ (x, y, z) = ^ (X' X' z) ^ r c > 0, and a, a', a", b, b', b" real 
numbers, we have 
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00 00 00 
M/(x,y,z) = J j 
0 0 0 
Ta.a ' .a ' ,b.b ' ,b ' ;c X-1 „ v - l ^(3) 5-'x,oo;y, <»;z,00 X. y Z V 
"(a)::(b);(b');(b''):(d);(d');(dO; 
L ( e ) - ( g ) ; ( g ' ) ; ( g ' ) : ( h ) ; ( h ' ) ; ( h ' ) ; 
rx,sy,tz dtdsdr 
(3.12) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.13 : If f (x, y, z) 
00 00 00 
= J J I ( r x f - ( s y r ' ( t z r ' 
0 0 0 
F(3) (a)::(b);(b');(b''):(d);(d');(d'^; 
_(e)::(g);(g');(g'):(h);(h');(h'); 
rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t) dtdsdr 
and v|/(x,y,z) = 3l5;x;o,r,o.z f (x,y,z) for c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0 and a, b real 
numbers, we have 
0 0 CO 0 0 
V,,(x,y,2) = j J Jr^->s^-4-'g(r,s,t) 
0 0 0 





provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.14 : If f (x, y, z) 
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00 00 00 
= I J J ( r x r ( s y r ' ( t z r ' 
0 0 0 
7(3) 
•(a)::(b);(b');(b'):(d);(d');(d'0; rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t)dtdsdr 
and v|/ (x, y, z) = ifz.oo f (x, y, z) for c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0 and a, b, real 
numbers, we have 
00 00 00 
0 0 0 
Ta,b:c,c ' .c ' X-1 _ v - l p(3) 
S"'x,oo;y, oo;z,oo y z, r 
(a)::(b);(b');(b''):(d);(d');(d''); rx,sy,tz dtdsdr 
(3.14) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.15 : If f(x, y, z) 
00 00 00 
= J j 1 ( r x ^ ( s y r ' ( t z r ' 
0 0 0 
f(3) •(a)::(b);(b');(b'):(d);(d');(d''); rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t)dtdsdr 
and \\f (x, y, z) = 6,z ^ z) c> 0, then we have 
00 00 00 
v|/(x,y,z) = J J 
0 0 0 
r a . b . b ' . b ' ; c X-1 n-1 v-1 p(3) 






provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.15 : We have 
V(x.y,z) = f (x,y,z) = » ] ] ] ( x - u r ( y - r ( - ^ r 
ir(cj} 0 0 0 
a , b , b ' , b M - - , l - - , l - -
X y z 
c; 
f(u,v,w) dw dv du 
- M " ' "r "f I 
{r(cF 0 0 0 
f j f ( x - u r ( y - v r ' ( z - w r ' 
O K U' K». 1 W a ,b ,b ,b ; 1 — , 1 — , 1 
X y z 
c; 
f (u, v, w)dw dv du 
CO 00 0 0 
I j { r u r ( s v r ' ( t w r 
0 0 0 
7(3) (a)::(b);(b');(b''):(d);(d');(d''); 
L(e)::(g);(g');(g'):(h);(h');(h'); 
ru,sv,tw g (r, s, t) dt ds dr dw dv du 
ricjl 0 0 0 
X y z 
0 0 0 
w^-' ( x - u r ^ ( y - v r ^ (z-w) ' 
a ,b ,b ,b ; 1 — , 1 — , 1 




ru,sv,tw dw dv du dt ds dr 
X y z 
= J I J x " y - ' 
0 0 0 
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7(3) (a)::(b);(b');(b'0:(d);(d');(d0; rx,sy,tz dtdsdr 
This completes the proof of 3.15. Similarly, we can prove theorem 3.16 stated 
below: 
THEOREM 3.16 : If f (x, y, z) 
= J J J ( i ^ r ( s y r ( t z r 
0 0 0 
7(3) •(a)::(b);(b');(b'):(d);(d');(dO; 
(e)::(g);(g');(gO:(h);(h');(h'); 
rx,sy,tz g(r,s, t)dtdsdr 
and M/ (x, y, z) = 4 J x : « ; y ' i - U f (x, y, z) for c > 0, then 
00 CO CO 
M/(x,y,z) = J I / r ^ - ' s ' - ' t - ' g ( r , s , t ) 
0 0 0 




provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
The proofs of theorems 3.9 to 3.14 follow on similar lines. 
4. RESULTS ANALOGOUS TO INTEGRATION BY PARTS : 
Certain results analogous to integration by parts for the operators (2.1), (2.6), 
(2.11), (2.16), (2.21), (2.22), (2.23) and (2.28) are given in this section in the 
form of the following theorems : 
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THEOREM 4.1 : For functions of three variables f(x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional space and c > 0, c' > 0, 
c" > 0, we have 
00 00 00 h' K'-o c' r.' \ I g(x,y,z) dzdydx 
0 0 0 
= J j J g (x.y.z) 1 f (x, y, z) dz dy dx (4.1) 
0 0 0 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 4.2 : For functions of three variables f(x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional space and c > 0, we have 
J ] J f(x,y,z) z l K ' S a z ' ' ^ g(x,y.z) dzdydx 
0 0 0 
= ] J J g(x,y,z) z J ^ w ? ? f (x,y,z) dzdydx (4.2) 
0 0 0 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 4 3 : For functions of three variables f(x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional space and c > 0, c' > 0, 
c" > 0, we have 
00 00 00 
J J f(x,y,z) g (x, y, z) dz dy dx 
0 0 0 
= J J J g(x,y,z) f (x,y,z) dzdydx (4.3) 
0 0 0 
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provided that each triple integral exists. 
THEOREM 4.4 : For functions of three variables f(x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional space and c > 0, we have 
CO CO 00 
J I J f(x,y,z) g(x,y,z)dzdydx 
0 0 0 
= J j f ( x ,y , z )dzdydx 
0 0 0 
(4.4) 
provided that each triple integral exists. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.4 : We have 
] ] ] 4iS:S:yro.z ^zdydx 
0 0 0 
J f(x,y,z) 
0 0 0 
M - -
|r{c): 
=x v=y w=z 
j ( x - u r ' ( y - v r ' ( z - w r ' 
u=0 v=0 w=0 
c; 
f (u, v ,w)dwdvdu 
00 00 00 00 00 00 
J ! 
u=0 v=0 w=0 x=u y=v z=w 
M i l 
{r(c)F ( x - u r ( y - v r ' ( z - w r f(x,y,z) 
c; 
g(u,v, w)dzdydx dwdvdu 
00 00 00 
1 J g f " - ^ - ' ' ) ? ? ? ^ ] 1 J ( x - u r ' ( y - v r ' ( z - w ) 
U V^/i x=u y=v z=w u=0 v=0 w=0 
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c; 
^ a y a 2 a f (x, y, z) dz dy dx dwdvdu 
00 00 00 
= \ J J g(u , V ,w) f ( u , V , w ) d w d v d u 
u=0 v=0 w=0 
00 00 00 
= J J J g(x.y,z) f (x ,y ,z )dzdydx 
0 0 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. Similarly, we can prove 
theorems 4.1,4.2 and 4.3. 
From the theorems of this section certain interesting corollaries readily 
follows for the operators (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), 
(2.12), (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), (2.24), (2.25), (2.26), 
(2.27), (2.29), (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32). 
CHAPTER - V 
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CHAPTER - V 
ON FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OPERATORS OF THREE 
VARIABLES AND INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS 
ABSTRACT : The studies of this chapter are in continuation to that of 
chapter IV where three variable analogues of certain fractional integral 
operators of M. Saigo were investigated. The present chapter deals with the 
effect of operating three variable analogues of Mellin and Laplace transforms 
on these three variable analogues of fractional integral operators chapter IV. 
1. INTRODUCTION : Chapter IV of this thesis a study was made of 
certain three variables analogues of firactional integral operators of one variable 
due to M. Saigo where certain results including integration by parts were 
established in the form of certain theorems. 
The aim of the present chapter is to study the effects of integral 
transforms say the three variable analogues of fractional integral operators of 
chapter IV. 
We shall also need here the definition of triple hypergeometric series 





X, y, z 
00 00 00 
= Z S Z A(m,n,p) 
x " y" z" 
m-O n-0 p»0 m! n! p! ' 
(1.1) 
where, for convenience 
B B' D' D' 
n ( ' ' j L . . p n ( ' ' j L n ( » i L p n ( ' ' j ) p . „ n ( < ' j l n ( < i i ) „ n ( ' i j ) p 
A(m.n,p)= C! fc! c! e! ^ 
j = i j = i j = i 
'n+p J- J- ^ "J •'p+m -»-
j = l j = l j = l 
(1.2) 
where (a) abbreviates, the array of a parameters ai, a2, ... aA, with similar 
interpretations for (b), (b'), (b"), et cetera. The triple hypergeometric series in 
(1.35) converges absolutely when 
l + E + G + G' + H - A - B - B ' - C ^ O 
l + E + G + G' + H ' - A - B - B ' - r ^ O 
l + E + G' + G' + H ' - A - B ' - B ' - C ^ O 
(1.3) 
where the equalities hold true for suitable constrained values of |x|, |y| and |z|. 
A three variable analogue of Mellin transform of a function f (x, y, z) of 
three variables x, y and z is defined as follows : 
CO 00 GO 
M{f (u,v,w):r,s,t }= J J J u"' v'"' w'"' f (u,v,w)dwdvdu (1.4) 
0 0 0 
Similarly the triple Laplace transform of a function of three variables f 
(x, y, z) defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional xyz-space is 
defined by the equation 
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L{f(x,y,z):r,s,t} = ] J J e — f (x,y,z)dwdvdu (1.5) 
0 0 0 
2. MELLIN TRANSFORMATION : In this section we shall study the 
effect of operating three variable analogue of Mellin transform on the operators 
defined in chapter IV. 
The effects of operating (1.4) on the operators 4(2.1), 4(2.6), 4(2.11), 
4(2.16), 4(2.21), 4(2.22), 4(2.23) and 4(2.28) are given in the form of the 
following theorems: 
THEOREM 2.1 : For c>0 , c' >0, c" > 0, R/(r)>0, R/(s) > 0, R/(t) >0, we 
have 
M lJx.oo;y.oo;z.«> I X^, y, Zj.I, S, I 
r(r)r(s)r(t) 
r(r+c)r(s+c')r(t+c') 
7(3) a - ; - : b; b'; b' ; 1. 1, 1 
- : : - ; - ; - : c + r;c' + s;c' + t ; 
M (2.2) 
provided that term by term integration is valid and F^ ^^  [x, y, z] is given by 
(1.1). 
THEOREM 2.2 : Forc> 0, R/(r) > 0, R/(s) > 0, R/(t) > 0, we have 
M 2-'x,oo;y,oo;z,co H,X, y, z;. r, S, I 
r(r)r(s)r(t) 
r(r+c)r(s+c)r(t+c) 
.F(3) • - : : - ; - ; - : a,b,c;a',b',c; a ' , b',c; 1, 1, 1 
c : : - ; - ; - : r + c; s + c; t + c; 
M (2.3) 
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provided that term by term integration is valid and F^ ^^  [x, y, z] is given by 
(1.1). 





a., b:i—5 ; —: —j —; — j 
- :: - ; - ; - : r + c;s + c';t + c''; 
1, 1, 1 
(2.4) 
provided that term by term integration is valid and F^ ^^  [x, y, z] is given by 
(1.1). 




• a : : - ; - ; - : b,c;b',c; b',c ; 1, 1, 1 
c : : - ; - ; - : r + c; s + c;t + c; 
M{(xyz)-"f(x,y,z):r,s.t) (2.5) 
provided that term by term integration is valid and F^ ^^  [x, y, z] is given by 
(1.1). 
THEOREM 2.5 : For a function of three variables f (x, y, z) defined in the 
positive octant of the tiiree dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0, 
we have 
00 00 00 
/ J f(x,y,z) {x'- ' y ' - ' z - jdzdydx 
0 0 0 
I l l 
= M Ta,b,b',b';c,c',c'f / v ^Vr c t (2.6) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 2.6 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.5, we have 
00 00 00 
J J Jf(x.y.z) 
0 0 0 
= M (2.7) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 2.7 : For a function of three variables f (x, y, z) defined in the 
positive octant of the three dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, we have 
00 00 CO 
f f f f(x.y,z) / - ' z - jdzdydx 
0 0 0 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
(2.8) 
THEOREM 2.8 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.7, we have 
00 00 00 
/ Jf(x.y.z) zJjif^-ilz^''^ {x^-' z'-' jdzdydx 
0 0 0 
= M (2.9) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 2.9 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.5, we have 
00 00 00 
J J J f (x,y,z) jlSlSS^'t {=<'"' y" ' ) "-Oydx 
0 0 0 
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= M 3'^ x|oo;y,od;z,oo f (x, y, z):r, S, t (2.10) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 2.10 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.5, we have 
00 00 00 
j J f (x.y.z) y j ^ a ^ i ^ { x - ' z^-' } dzdydx 
0 0 0 
= M (2.11) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 2.11 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.7, we have 
00 00 00 
J J f (x,y,z) 4lo;5!o,'y;6!^ z 
0 0 0 
^r - lys - l^ t - l dzdydx 
= M 4'^ x!«;y',Q0;z,Q0 f (x> y> z):r, S, t | (2.12) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 2.12 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.7, we have 
J j ] f ( x . y . z ) ) dzdydx 
0 0 0 
= M (2.13) 
provided tiiat the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 2.13 : For functions of three variables f (x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, 
c' > 0, c" > 0, we have 
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M f Cx V T a , b . b ' , b ' ; c . c ' , c ' :r,s,t 
= M :r,s,t (2.14) 
THEOREM 2.14 : For functions of three variables f (x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, 
we have 
M f (x,y,2) y^"' g(x,y,z)}:r,s,t 
= M :r,s,t (2.15) 
THEOREM 2.15 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.13, we have 
M[f (x,y.z) ^i^^y'^) :r,s,t 
= M [c^-' y^-' z '" ' f (x,y.z)) :r,s,t ] (2.16) 
THEOREM 2.16 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 2.14, we have 
M[f (x,y,z) g(x,y,z) :r,s,t 
= M g(x,y.z) y^-' f (x.y,z) : r,s,t (2.17) 
It is interesting to note that in terms of triple Mellin transforms the 
results 4(3.1), 4(3.2), 4(3.3), 4(3.4), 4(3.5), 4(3.6), 4(3.7) and 4(3.8) 
respectively be written as 
M f l i 0 f > » 
Ix y zj 1 IS: J: 'oIVa z g (x, y, z): a - c, a - c'. a - c" 
M i i i 
^ x ' y ' z ; g('^.y.z): a - c , a - c ' . a - c ' 
M » > y zj 
M f l l 0 f > J Ix y z j 
Ta,a',a'.b.b'.b';c z ' \ . 
2"'x,oo;y,ao;z,QO g y ' • ® C, a - C , a - C 
M f l l 0 f 
Ix y z j 3I5x;'o:Jo'z g (x. y , z ) : a - c . a - c ' , a - c ' 
M f l l 0 f > > Ix y z j 3Jx.®; y.'iloo g (x, y, z) : a - c, a - c', a - c" 
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= M • f i 1 r 
. U y zj 
(2.18) 
= M fill) g f 9 
L* y zj 
f (x,y,z) : a - c . a - c ' . a - c ' (2.19) 
= M g 1 1 2 > > y ZJ (2.20) 
= M f l 1 l l g U y z j 
' ' f (x,y.z): a - c , a ' - c , a ' - c (2.21) 
= M g 
' I I I ' 
I 9 y zj F (X, y. Z): a - C, a - c', a - c' (2.22) 
= M ( i l l ) g 
U y z j 
3Ji«;y.«:z.oof(x,y,z): a - c , a - c ' . a - c ' (2.23) 
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M ' i i r 
L v ^ ' y ' ^ J 




g 1 i I » » y zj 
f i 1 0 f » » 
U y z j 
f i 1 0 
g » » Ix y z) 
g (x, y, z): a - c, a - c, a - c 
4 f (X . y. Z ) : a - C. a - C, a - C 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
3. LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION 
Making use of results of theorems 4.1,4.2,4.3 and 4.4 of chapter IV, the 
relationships of (1.5) with the operators 4(2.1), 4(2.6), 4(2.11), 4(2.16), 4(2.21) 
4(2.22), 4(2.23) and 4(2.28) are given in the form of the following theorems : 
THEOREM 3.1 : For a function of three variables f (x, y, z) defined in the 
positive octant of the three dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, c' > 0, c" > 0, 
we have 
00 00 CO 
0 0 0 
, - n c - s y - t z dzdydx 
= L ja.b.b'.b';c,c'.c' f / V z) T s t (3.2) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.2 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.1, we have 
00 00 00 
. - rx -sy - tz dzdy dx 
0 0 0 
= L Ta,b,b',b';c,c' ,c' f C x V - r s t 1^0,x;0,y;0,z Y , z ; . r , S, I 
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(3.3) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.3 : For a function of three variables f (x, y, z) defined in the 
positive octant of the three dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, we have 
00 00 00 
0 0 0 
f ^ V V y ' i T a , a ' . a ' , b , b ' , b ' ; c , - r x - s y - t z dzdydx 
= L ja,a',a',b,b',b';c f fx v z^  T s t (3.4) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.4 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.3, we have 
00 00 00 
f f ff^vvy^ Ta,a'.a',b.b',b';( J J J HX,y,Z; 2Jx.oo;y,QO;z,oo . - rx -sy - tz dzdydx 
0 0 0 
= L ra,a ' ,a ' ,b ,b ' ,b ' ;c f ( „ „ + J ^ x ; 0 , y ; 0 , z t y , z j . r , S, t (3.5) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.5 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.1, we have 
00 00 00 
J J Jf(x,y.z) slS^ISXi^-^'-^'-Md-dydx 
0 0 0 
(3.6) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
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THEOREM 3.6 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.1, we have 
] Jf(x.y.z) y ! ^ ^ , ^ 
0 0 0 
. - r x - s y - t z dzdydx 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
(3.7) 
THEOREM 3.7 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.3, we have 
00 00 QO 
0 0 0 
= L (3.8) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
THEOREM 3.8 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.3, we have 
00 CO 00 f f ffx vz) , - r x - s y - t z dzdydx 
0 0 0 
= L (3.9) 
provided that the triple integrals involved exist. 
We further give relationships among triple Laplace transform, triple 
Mellin transform and the operators 4(2.1), 4(2.6), 4(2.11), 4(2.16), 4(2.21), 
4(2.22) 4(2.23) and 4(2.28) in the form of the following theorems : 
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THEOREM 3.9 : For functions of three variables f (x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, 
c' > 0, c" > 0, we have 
M 
= L g(x.y.z) y^-' z '-i f (x,y.z):r.s,t}] (3.11) 
THEOREM 3.10 : For functions of three variables f (x, y, z) and g (x, y, z) 
defined in the positive octant of the three dimensional xyz - space and c > 0, 
we have 
M f (x,y,z) g(x.y,z) :r,s,t 
= L g(x.y.z) [ c^ - ' . / - ' z - ' r(x,y,z)) :r.s,t ] (3.11) 
THEOREM 3.11 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.9, we have 
M[f (x,y.z) g(x.y,z)}:r.s.t 
= L g(x,y.z) y " ' f (x.y.z) :r,s,t (3.12) 
THEOREM 3.12 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.10, we have 
M[f(x.y.z) :r,s,t 
= L g(x,y,z) {x'-' z'-' f (x.y,z)}:r,s,t (3.13) 
THEOREM 3.13 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.9, we have 
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:r,s,t 
= L e f x v z l , - i x - s y - t z f (x, y,z)}:r,s, t] (3.14) 
THEOREM 3.14 : Under the condition stated in theorem 3.10, we have 
.•r,s,t 
= L :r,s,t (3.15) 
THEOREM 3.15 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.9, we have 
L[f (x ,y ,z) { e — g ( x , y , z ) } : r , s , t 
= f(x,y,z)):r,s.t] (3.16) 
THEOREM 3.16 : Under the conditions stated in theorem 3.10, we have 
:r,s,t 
= L g(x.y.z) f (x,y,z) :r,s,t (3.17) 
CHAPTER - VI 
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CHAPTER - VI 
ON A GENERALIZATION OF Zr-TRANSFORM 
ABSTRACT : In the present Chapter a generalization of z-transform has been 
given and its properties discussed. The generalization is analogous to Taylor's 
generalization of Maclaurin's expansion. 
1. INTRODUCTION : In the theory of Electrical Engineering or 
Telecommunication Engineering, z-transform technique is widely used for the 
analysis and synthesis of the sampled data system. The discrete time function 
which represents the sampled signal or the sampled data system is denoted by 
r ( t ) = | ; f(nT)8(t-nT) (n = 0,l,2 ) (1.1) 
n = 0 
The z-transform F(z) of the series f(nT) is defined as the infinite sum of 
F(z) = | ; f(nT)z-" (n = 0,l,2, ) (1.2) 
n - O 
where z is the complex variable such as z = e®^  for the Laplace variables. Hence 
we have 
F(z) = | ; f(nT)e-'^"=Lf (t), (n = 0,1.2, ) (1.3) 
D ' O 
and we know that the z-transform for f(nT) is suited to the Laplace transform 
for f ' (t). We denote (1.2) as F(z) = z {f(nT)}. 
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Thus understanding of the z-transformation is easily gained with the use 
of fundamental knowledge of the Laplace transformation and the function 
theory of complex variables. 
To obtain the formulae of z-transformation or the inverse z-
transformation, several methods such as power series, partial function or 
residues theorems are explained in [135]. Here we have generalized z-
transform analogous to Taylor's generalization of Maclaurin's expansion by 
introducing an extra parameter. The resulting transform is expected to be more 
useful as compared to original z-transform. 
THE Za-TRANSFORM AND ITS PROPERTIES : Let f(t) be a function 
defined for discrete value of t usually at nT, n = 0,1, 2, ... , where T is a fixed 
positive number usually referred to as the sampling period. The Za-transform 
which is a generalization of Z-transform of f(t) is defined as 
Z.f(t) = 2 f(nT)(z-a)-" (2.1) 
n - O 
The following theorems can readily be proved: 
THEOREM 1 : The Za-transform of the sum of two or more functions of t is 
the sum of the Za-transform of the separate functions. 
THEOREM 2 : If c is a constant 
Za[cf(t)] = cZaf(t). 
By a joint use of these two theorems, we have 
Z. [c, f, (t) + C2 f2 (t)] = C, Za f, (t) + C2 Za fi (t). 
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Thus the Za-transform is a linear operator. 
SOME STANDARD Z.-TRANSFORMS 
(i) Za-transform of 1 : By definition it follows that 
(3.1) 
z-a-1 
(ii) Za-transform of powers of t : Let k be a positive integer. Then by 
definition, 
Z,(t'') = Z (nT)(z-a)-" (3.2) 
n-O 
= T ( z - a ) J (nT)-(z-a)-^-'> (3.3) 
n-O 
changing k into k - 1 in (3.2), we get 
Z.(t''-') = | ; (nT)''-'(z-a)-" (3.4) 
o - O 
Differentiating (3.4) w.r.t. 'z', we obtain 
A z . ( t ' ' - ) = - 2 (nl)"-' n(z-a)-<-'> (3.5) 
dZ n=0 
Substituting (3.5) into (3.3), we have 
Z. ( t> ' )=-T(z-a )Az . ( t - ) (3.6) 
This can be taken as a recurrence formula. 









SfflFTING THEOREM AND ITS APPLICATIONS : The 
Za-transform of a function multiplied by e"'"' is called shifting theorem and is 
stated below: 
THEOREM 3 : If the Za-transform of f(t) is F{(z-a)}, then the Za-transform 
ofe-'^'f(t)isF{e-^'(z-a)}. 
The proof of this theorem is straight forward. 
Applying the above theorem to (3.1), (3.7) and (3.8) one can easily 
obtain the following results: 
(4.1) 
z - a - e - " 
(4.2) 
Replacing X, by iX, in (4.1) and separating the real and imaginary parts 
the following results are obtained 
Z3 (cos Xt)=, V , r (4.4) 
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Z, (sin A,t)= (z-a)sin XT 
(z-ay-2(z-a)cosA-T + l 
(4.5) 
Replacing X, and p in (4.4) and (4.5) and applying shifting theorem one 
gets the following results : 
Z. ( e - cosptU (^ -a )e"nz -a )e"^ -cospT[ (4.6) 
(e-"*sinpt (z-a)e"'^sinpT 
(z-a)2e2°T_2(z-a)e«TcosPT + l 
(4.7) 
ANOTHER SfflFTING THEOREM : IfZa f(t) = F{(z-a)}, then 
Za {f (t + T)} = (z - a) [F {(z - a) - f (0)}]. (5.1) 
PROOF: By definition, 
Z.{f(t + T)}=2 f(nT + T ) ( z - a r 
n - O 
= ( z - a ) I f{(n + l)T}(z-a) \ - (n+ l ) 
n«0 
00 
f{kT}(z-a )by putting n + l = k. 
k = l 
2 f(kT)(z-a)- ' ' - f(0) 
.k = 0 
= ( z - a ) [ F {(z-a)}-F(0) ] . 
FURTHER THEOREM : The value f(0) and f(oo), when the latter exists, of 
f(t) are related to the properties of Za-transform of f(t). 
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INITIAL VALUE THEOREM : If F {(z - a)} is the Za-transform of f(t). 
then 
f(0)= lim F{(z-a); 
PROOF : F{(z-a)} = Z, f(t) 
£ f(nT)(z-a)-
n«0 
z - a (z-a) 
Let (z - a) 00 on both sides, then 
lim F{(z-a)}=f(0). 
(z-a)-»oo 
FINAL VALUE THEOREM : If F{(z - a)} is the Za-transform of f(t), then 
lim f(t)= lim (z-a- l)F{(z-a) 
t 00 z ^ a + 1 
PROOF: By definition. 
Za[f(t + T ) - f ( t ) ] = X [f(nT + T ) - f ( n T ) ] ( z - a ) -
n - O 
or Zaf( t + T ) - Z a f ( t ) = £ [f(nT + T ) - f ( n T ) ] ( z - a r . 
n - O 
In view of the resuh (5.1) of the second shifting Theorem, we have 
( z - a ) [ F { ( z - a ) } - f ( 0 ) ] - F { ( z - a ) } 
= 1 ; [f(nT + T ) - f ( n T ) ] ( z - a r 
n . O 
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Taking limit of both sides as z -> a + 1, we get 
lira (z - a - 1) F {(z - a)} - lim (z - a) f(0) 
z - » a + l z - > a + l 
= 2 [f(nT + T ) - f ( n T ) ] x l 
n - O 
= lim { [ f ( T ) - f ( 0 ) ] + [f (2T-f(T)] + [f(3T)-f(2T)] 
z - » a + l 
+ + [ f ( n + l ) T - f ( n T ) ] } 
= f(oo)-fi[0) 
or lim ( z - a - l ) F { ( z - a ) } - f ( 0 ) = f(oo)-f(0). 
Z - H + ) 
f(oo)= lim ( z - a - l ) F {(z-a)}. 
z - » a - f l 
CONVOLUTION T H E O R E M : If Fi {(z - a)} and Fj {(z - a)} are 
respectively the Za-transform of fi (t) and f2 (t), then Fi {(z - a)} F2 {(z - a)} 
will be the Za-transform of 
2 f, {(n-k)T}f2(kT). 
k = 0 
P R O O F : By definition, 
F i { ( z - a ) } = | ; f ,(nT)(z-a)- '^ 
n = 0 
F2{(z-a)}= X f2(kT)(z-a) 
k = 0 
, - k 
00 00 
Hence, F, {(z - a)} F2 {(z - a)} = £ £ f, (nT) fz (kT) (z - a)" ' 
n - O k - O 
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00 n 
= I Z f i{(n-k)T)f2(kT)(z-a)-" 
n - O k = 0 
w 
= 2: 
n > 0 
2 f i{(n-k)T}f2(kT) 
Lk=0 
( z - a ) , - n 
= £ A„(z -a r" ,whereA„= £ fi {(n - k) T) f2(kT) 
k = 0 D - O 
= Za (An) 
i.e., F {(z - a)} F2 {(z - a)} is the Za-transform of £ fi{(n - k) T) f2(kT). 
k = 0 
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